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College president takes stand as current
SGA president is forced to exit early

Not viewing his
graduation party

invitation as a joke,
WPC President
Arnold Speert
removed Alex

Malino, SGA presi-
dent, on grounds of,
incendiarycontent

By Mattiiew Halpern

In a memo from Speert, dated Apr. 17,
1997, he said that "in view of the controver-
sies of the past two months, the material in
jquestion is incendiary and cannot be present-
ed to contribute to the William Paterson

• College environment."
The material in question is the invitation to

a graduation party in honor of Malino. The
cover graphic, which includes a picture of
the Rav, Al Sharpton, was-qoosidered "racist,
.ptfensive, apd damGantag"-..,tft the eyes of

Sylvana Meneses/The Beacon

Alex Malino (left) has recently been removed from the office of SGA president by WPC
president Arnold Speert (right). This action is a result of what the president viewed as
"racist, offensive and demeaning . . . graphic material." Jennel Cooper has been
appointed Interim SGA President.

feffnfs siirrotntfing thfe ̂ teil:
of the reverend in honor of African Heritage
Month, Speert did not feel that this was a
proper way for Malino to express his feel-
ings. The cover picture shows Sharpton, don-
ing a graduation cap, with a bucket of fried
chicken sitting on -the table in front of him.
Malino has taken responsibility for this mate-
rial.

Since removing Malino from his position,

Speert appointed Jennel Cooper as Interim
SGA President. She will continue to serve in
her capacity of Executive Vice President, in
addition to her new appointment, for the

SGA, Cooper said that this sudden change
leaves some unanswered questions about
what is in store for the remainder of the yeaf.

"This incident makes people think, 'Well,
who will sit at the podium as student repre-
sentative at graduation?'" said Cooper.
"There are still questions as to who will be
the actual representative, for the student body
for the rest of the semester."

According to Hubert Chase, an African-
American student who was a part of the
group who wished to see Malino impeached
from office two months ago, this action by
Speert wiU hopefully-put a close to this chap-

•' 'ter itf'WPGhistory. "' '
"In the actions being taken now, hopefully

we can close this chapter of William Paterson
College and move onto bigger issues," said
Chase. "If the president hadn't taken these
steps, we couldn't progress as a school."

Additional disciplinary action will be
taken by the office of the President. Both
Malino and Speert were unavailable for fur-
ther comment.
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The time is now for candidates for SGA office
Today and tomorrow, WPC students will choose their next slate of representatives in the
SGA elections. The campaign trail comes to an end as the future of the SGA is decided

During election time, what
positions are open aren't as
important as who is running for
the position. Many people never
get the. chance to find out who
the real people are behind the
campaign faces.

Now is the time to make sure
you know the candidates, as you
get ready to walk into the voting
booth and choose who will hold
the future of the SGA in their
hands.

Each candidate was asked to
respond to four questions, in the
following order:
Question 1: What will be your
major issue and how will you
address it while in office?
Question 2: Do you feel the
SGA truly represents the stu-
dents? How would you make the
SGA better represent the student
body?
Question 3: When you think of
WPC, what is the first image
that comes to mind?
Question 4: What's the first,
thing you look at in the Beacon?

In order by position they are
seeking, the following are all the
candidates for all SGA offices.

SGA PRESIDENT

Name: Bobi Lee Messer
Hometown; Bergenfield
Year in school: Junior
Major: Communication/
Political Science

Question 1: Accountability.
Through the "town meeting"
and a more open governing pol-
icy we plan to empower the stu-
'dents by placing the SGA back
in their hands where it belongs.
Question 2: Not at present. I am
looking into the conversion of
our legislator/Legislative system
of representation to a
senator/caucus system utilized
by most schools. This way there
would be issue orientated repre-
sentatives such as a gender
issues senator etc. to better
address all aspects of students
needs.
Question 3: Opportunity — the
opportunity to improve myself,
my friends, and my community
through dedication and out-
reach.

Question 4: Op/ed -- Letters to
' the Editor.

Question 2: No. By requiring
that members who represent a
constituency "actually" learn
their jobs!
Question 3: People in high
places, taking advantage of the
average student!
Question 4: Whether or not I
am getting ripped to shreds!

Name: Scott Ryan
Hometown: Clifton
Year in school: Senior
Major: Chemistry and Biology

Question 1: My major issue is
getting the students to voice
themselves and communicate. I
hope to make the SGA more
accessible to the students by cre-
ating "office hours" at lobby
tables throughout the school at
different times and in different
places, by creating a more regu-
lar newsletter, widely circulated
across the campus, and by
scheduling SGA Legislature
meetings in different locations.
Question 2: We need to be able
to communicate better and visu-
alize better. We need to try to
bring in new members from
other groups, but at the same
time, try to make our current
members think as objectively as
possible. We have been doing a
decent job, but it is an area that
can ALWAYS use improvement.
Question 3: I think of a dia-
mond in the ruff. At WPC, every
student has the opportunity to
become involved in their own
way. One student can truly make
an impact. WPC is as everything
else in life - what .you put in is
what you get out. It might just be
a bit easier to put in!
Question 4: Editorials, student
columns, op/ed.

Name: Wendy Banks
Hometown: Lincoln Park

•Year in school: Sophomore
Major: English

Question 1: My major issue is
to try and get clubs and their
members more involved in
SGA, as well as increasing clubs
relationships with each other to
improve club sponsored events
and community awareness. I
plan to work closely with club
presidents to try and make them
feel comfortable with me, as
well as their duties in office.
Question 2: YES, I think SGA
has done a good job representing
students. I feel that SGA would
represent the students better by
increasing the lines of communi-
cation with the campus popula-
tion. This could be accom-
plished by publishing regular
SGA updates in the Beacon, and
posting mandatory office hours
for all SGA Legislature and
Executive . Board Members to
meet with students.
Question 3: The first image that
comes to mind when I think of
WPC is the.obvious segregation
on campus. Yes, some clubs
work together, and yes, some
people feel comfortable around
each other, but we need to open
a better gateway to share a com-
mon bond to make WPC a better
learning experience.
Question 4: I look at the
Mailbag first.

Other candidates for SGA
Executive Vice President
include: Navondi Vaughn.

SGA VICE PRESIDENT

Other candidates for SGA
President include: Jamie Kelly.

PRESIDENT

Name: Curt Fields
Hometown: Paterson
Year in school: Freshman
Major: Sociology
Question 1: Reconstructing the
SGA to advance it from what it
presently is to become what it
needs to be for the future benefit
of all students.

Name: Melba Mullins
Hometown: Hillside
Year in school: Junior
Major: Sociology/Criminal
Justice

Question 1: My major issue
would be students. I would like
to expand communication with a
majority of the school (com-
muters.) I would make/take the
extra step, to' make them feel
more at home (WPC.)
Question 2: Yes, I feel that SGA
does represent students. I feel
that I could better represent
SGA as an officer, by expanding
the communication with stu-
dents that aren't involved with
SGA.
Question 3: I think of change.
The change for the better, made
by hard work and dedication. It
shows the initiative of students
of this college campus.
Question 4: Classifieds (expand
my opportunities.)

Name: MonaZugbhi
Hometown: Wayne
Year in school: Junior
Major: Communication

Question I: Unfortunately,
there is not only one issue that
will be a major one for me if
elected. As a ticket we demand
that student safety and security
be on the agenda. This would
include maintaining emergency
phones so that they are in oper-
ating condition and more funds
will be allocated to install
phoYies in prime locations on
campus. Also, improvements in
campus lighting must continue
throughout campus and police

. patrolling of parking lots must
increase as well as a more time-
ly, effective shuttle bus service
must be devised.
Question 2: Sure I feel the SGA
represents students. I also feel
that students aren't being repre-
sented on a wide enough scale.

;'" f t ^ ' l f e SofWfenis'to imple-
ment an SGA Open Fortlni and
SGA for the People meetings.
The sole purpose of these'meet-
ings is to open the floor to ALL
students so that they ban express
a thought, complain, or simply*
ask a question. By having a
more visible student body that is
more involved and more expres-
sive as well as an informed stu-
dent body will definitely benefit
the SGA and better represent the
students,

Question 3: When I think of
WPC I think of all that the col-
lege has offered me. This is an
amazing scTWol because of all
that it has to offer its students,
All of the programs, clubs,
activities, etc. are a definite plus
that allow virtually any student
to become a productive,
involved student.
Question 4: The first thing I
look at is the front page storie(s,
then the horoscopes, editorial,
the rest.

gGA TREASURER

Name: Matthew Tully
Hometown: Bergenfield
Year in school: Sophomore
Major: English - Literature

Question 1: While in office, my
major goal will be to strengthen
the lines of student/administra-
tion/SGA communication. In
order to accomplish this goal,

see SGA page 4
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Meet the candidates in the SGA elections
from SGA page 3

implementation of a monthly
"town meeting" along with per-
sonal contact with all students
via (publicized) SGA Web page
will be useful tools.

Matthew Tully
Question 2: Yes. Representing
an extremely diverse communi-
ty, SGA should not be a monoto-
nous and biased portrayal of a
student body which has an enor-
mous variation of vital needs.
Therefore, SGA needs more new
faces from different places.
Question 3: When I think of
WPC, I think of a city.
Constantly growing, a city is a
place where you can find or
loose your identity.
Question 4; I look at the opinion
column.

Treasurer include: David Molle
and Robert Uriarte.

SGA BOARJ) OF TRUSTEES
REPRESENTATIVE

Name: Roy Garcia
Hometown: Anchorage, Alaska
Year in school: Sophomore
Major: International Business

Question 1: Campus apathy —
we the students, need to be able
to trust in our administration and
that they are truly there to help
us and work with us. We need

I.. ,
11" ''lilllf-i

David Molle
school pride in order to get more
students involved with our quest
for improvement.
Question 2:1.will work with the
SGA and the WPC student body
to push our student- issues
through the administration of
Board of Trustees.
Question 3 : I see potential. We
just need to stop the campus apa-
thy and start performing.
Question 4r Each day bring a
different interest.

Ira Thor

SENIOR CLASS
PRESIDENT

Name: Brenda Sanabria
Hometown: Paterson
Year in school: Senior
Major: English/Writing

Question 1: Unfortunately, there
are many deactivated clubs, due
to lack of student involvement,
such as People for Peace and
Student Environmental Action
Coalition. I want more students
to be involved in clubs that deal
with major issues which have
impact beyond the WPC campus.
Question 2: Majority of students
are not aware of aid that the SGA
can provide for them, and do not
take advantage fully of it. I
would like the SGA to encourage
students to participate more on
campus, through activities and

forums.
Question 3: Like any other insti-
tution, there is room for
improvement at WPC, but with
enough student voice I find WPC
willing and open enough to place
emphasis on student concerns.
Question 4: The cover stories.

Other candidates for Senior
Class President include: Thema
Hodge.

SFNTOR CXASS VICE
PRESIDENT

Name: Rasheedah Quarles
Hometown: Hillside
Year in school: Junior
Major: Accounting

Question 1: Senior' Dinner
Dance. I believe that we should
be able to enjoy our senior din- •
ner dance as an occasion that
will bring the entire class togeth-
er. Hopefully if I'm elected Vice
President me and my president
can achieve this.
Question 2: I believe that SGA
represents the student body to an
extent. I believe that there should
be more input from the student
body.
Question 3: When I think of
WPC, I think of hills and trees. A
very pretty campus.
Question 4: Opinions and

Reviews.

Candidates for Senior Class
Secretary: Frank Policastro.

JUNIOR CLASS PRESI-
DENT

Name: Sikirat Alii
Hometown: Hillside
Year in school: Sophomore
M^jor: Elementary Education/'1

Sociology

Question 1: Junior class presi-
dent is heavily involved ijji
Adopt-a-spot. I believe I c |
make it a bigger success than
was this year.
Question 2: Being sophoi
class president this year, I do ft$&
that I represented my
stituents. SGA can better re.f
sent the student body havin;
suggestion box where stud<
can voice their concerns.
Question 3: I thing of chanj
that's going on and how
University will be a great thi
in the near future.
Question 4: Front page.

Candidates for Junior Class Vfe41
President: Serife Turhan.

Candidates for Sophomore Cla$' ^
President: Edwin Rosario.

see SGA page $*Z

Name: Jasmine Lopez •
Hometown:' Lodi I

[ Year in school: junior I
Msyor: Nursing •

Question 1: My major issue will"
be heing an advocate for students!
and being able to have an experi-
enced .voice on the Board oft
Trustees. _
Question 2t The SGA does rep-|
resent the students and being thata
I have been on the SGA for three I
years I feel that that would make •
me even a better candidate'for!
that position. I
Question 3: A college that is the • i
process of becoming a universi-1
ty, with a big potential of bein *
known as a "large" universit
one" day.
Question 4: Opinion an
Review.

Other candidates for SGA Boar
of Trustees Representaiiv
include: Ira Thor.'

THE HEAT ZONE
TANNING SALON

"20 Minute Vacations Available daily
Prices:

One session $8 (Bed or Face Tanner)
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Two week unlimited $35
One month unlimited $59

n
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ir--u 1

S T U D 6 N T

Sdli

TOP PRICES PAID
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AVOID
LONG
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College Textbooks
& Supplies

Alice Devlin
Manager
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C A $ H
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from SGA page 4

SOPHOMORE CLASS
PRESIDENT

Name: John Fuqua
Hometown: Bridgeton
Year in school: Freshman
Major: English-Literature

Question 1: My major issue will
be some type of campus unity.
While in office I'll attempt to
establish unity by constructing

, different activities.
Question 2: No, the way we can
change this is by advertising the
things that are going on in SGA.
We need to have.a weekly lobby
table in the Student Center to
inform students on what's going
on.

• Question 3: No unity. Students
at WPC tend to be unconcerned
about what's going on unless it
directly deals with them. This is
a serious problem that we need
to change as leaders.
Question 4: No answer given.

Name: Tuwisha Rogers
Hometown: Hillside
Year in school: Freshman
Major: Communication

Question 1: Being part of
changing our college community
into a university community. We
are taken a big step and we must
prepare for the change as a com-
munity. To bring notice to, the
administrators that we make up
the university so we must be rep-
resented well.
Question 2: No, after the sever-
al issues on campus this year, I
kind of lost a little hope in our
Student Government, but I feel
that it can use improvement and
fresh new ideas. This is what I
can bring to the table.
Question 3: Diversity. This col-
lege has a lot of races, religion,
and people being represented at
this school. If we could all learn
for each other, new image will
be progress.
Question 4: the front page for
articles.

Other candidates for Sophomore
Class Vice President include:
Jamie Durham.

* •

Candidates for Sophomore Class
Secretary: Yesenid Castillo,
Gina DePasquale.

SOPHOMORE CLASS

THE BEACON

TREASURER

Name: Michael Brown
Hometown: Newark
Year in school: Freshman
Major: Graphic Design

Question h My major issue will
be to make sure that all students
are represented, heard, and sup-
ported here at William Paterson
College.
Question 2: I feel that the SGA
has a general idea of represent-
ing students, but there are many
flaws and issues to be dealt with.
I will try to address these issues
in order to maintain healthy stu-
dent government.
Question 3: The first image that
comes to mind with I think of
WPC is "the world of tomor-
row." College is the real world
on a smaller scale. We have to
play the role of a positive world
in order to achieve this vision
Wfien we leave here.
Question 4: No answer given.

CLUB "B" REPRESENTA-
' * • TTVE

Name: Mira Jones
Hometown: Englewood
Year in school: Sophomore

-jtS

WPC RECREATIONAL SERVICES
PREVENTS

SUNDAY, MAY 4,1997
4:00-8:30 PM

@ the REC CENTER

Fee: WPC Students $20.00*
F/S/A and local community $30.00*

(*you must provide current certificate, text & pocket mask)

This session will review adult CPR, infant and child CPR, and two-person CPR-
Participants must hold current certification.

American Red Cross certification will be issued upon successful
completion of the course.

For more information and registration contact
Karen Hilberg at 595-2779

Major: Biology

Question 1: My major issue will
be the voice of the students,
whatever issue is bothering the
students. I will address it by try-
ing my best to get ride of it.
Question 2: No, I do not feel
that the SGA represents the stu-
dents. I would make the SGA
represent the student body better
by going to the students and
finding out what are there con-
cerns and addressing them in the
meetings.
Question 3: No answer given.
Question 4: I don't look at the
Beacon because I don't feel that
it fairly represents all ethnic
backgrounds.

Name: Alicia Simmons
Hometown; Newark
Year in school: Senior
Major: Theatre/English
Composition.

Question 1: My major issue will
be weekend programming, and
lack of student involvement.
Question 2: Yes I feel the SGA
does represent the student body,
but I feel that it needs to learn

PAGE 5

how to work with the.students
better.
Question 3: When I think of
WPC, the first image that comes
to mind is a body of people who
are striving to reach a goal in
life.
Question 4: The cover page
story.

Name: Richard Turner
Hometown: Montclair
Year in school: Freshman
Major: African Studies

Question 1: To bridge better
understanding from my culture,
"African American," to the stu-
dent body. "Tuition fees, issues."
Question 2: Yes. From a culture
aspect. By reinforcing concepts
with an in-depth dialogue to bet-
ter understand each other.
Question 3: f think WPC have
the potential of becoming a
greater Institution.
Question 4: The main issues.

Other candidates for Club "B"
Representatives include; David
Dupiche, Yolanda Frisbe, Jessica
Gonzalez, Tawana James, Laila
Jones, Sheree Lowery.

Interested in working at the
Beacon over the summer?

w® ar@ cooicssig
for:
•news writers
•columnists
•entertainment
writers
•photographers

AS w©si as.
•ad sales people
•proofreaders
•graphic design-
ers
•clerical people

The Beacon
The Newspaper That's Clearly For You

SUMMER JOBS $9-12/HR*
TODAY'S TEMPORARY HAS SHORT AND

LONG TERM OFFICE POSITIONS AVAILABLE

THROUGHOUT BERGEN COUNTY.

*Fairlawn: Telemarketing

*Hackensack/Paramu£:

Customer Service

*Montvale/Mahwah: Data Entry

*Englewood/Teaneck: Clerical

CALL TODAY
AND WORK TOMARROW!
TODAYS TEMPORARY SERVICE

1 KALIS A WAY

PARAMUS, NJ

201-261-271 7

$ $
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COMMON HOUR FEST '97
April 29 • SC Lawn

(Rainsite Student Center)
GREAT PERFORMANCES.

Noon-Ipm

Beyond Reality
MAGIC SHOW

featuring magki»n/fllusionl$t
BRIAN KINZE

HIGHUGHTS

FLAMENCO
*n authentic Spanish danc« group

SOAP STARS
C«t an autographed picture from t»m•

UJtnted tctort

IA2ERTAG
ftit on your vttt, pick up yotir kztr gun, and

WMt your opponent* twayfi

s

R«arrong« your
Hwrt It <ir**m by our

CARICATURIST
Of

PORTRAIT ARTIST
Stuff your face

with lots of
MUNCHIES!
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FINALLY I

Beck ~ The Lasl Real folk Singer

^^tRBHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHl

•Alison Dyer/DGC Deborah Gilmore/Slo Jam Central

By Tim Bornemann
Insider Editor

Beck Hansen. The name conjures up images of
near-perfect story telling. This is perhaps the main
reason Beck is as popular and respected as he is.
The uncanny ability to create images in song.
Beck's music is full of images and stories that wrap
themselves around the listener, transporting them
to another state of mind. Beck is a folk singer, per-
haps the last real folk singer around. His ability to
incorporate many different elements into his songs
has led to Beck being described as a genre crossing,
artist. While in some cases this may seem true, in
actuality Beck is simply a folk musician who is not
afraid to utilize any and every option available.

Beck's first musical tinkerings began when he fell
into the anti-folk scene of New York City's East
Village during the late 1980's. It was there that Beck
first took to writing songs in order to play open mic
nights with friends. In a scene dominated by the
likes of Roger Manning and Paleface, the quiet guy
on the fringe didn't seem likely to be destined for
great things. However, it was here that Beck wrote
some of his first songs like "Pay No Mind" and
"Cut 1/2 Blues."

Things started to pick up for Beck when he
moved back to L.A. Sad to find no folk scene, he
took to playing coffeehouse shows and opening for
friends' bands. He recorded demo tapes on his
four-track (one of which became the Sonic Enemy
cassette, Golden Feelings) and played as often as pos-
sible. He developed a reputation for energetic live
shows filled with stunts to interact with the audi-
ence.

The first record label to take a chance on Beck was
Flipside Records. In early 1993 they released the

Beck/Bean split 7." Two Beck songs were included:
"MTV Makes Me Want To Smoke Crack" and "To
See That Woman of Mine." The Flipside 'zine was
also the first to run a Beck interview which was
published shortly before the release of the split 7".

Shortly after this, Bong Load Records finally
saved enough money to release a 12" single that
contained two songs recorded several years earlier
with Tom Rothrock and Rob Schnapf. The resulting
single "Loser" backed with "Steal My Body Home"
was the release that propelled Beck from obscurity
to national recognition.

It was at this time that major labels started court-
ing Beck. In the end, Beck signed with DGC. The
main reason DGC was chosen was because of a stip-
ulation in Beck's contract that allowed him to
release material on other labels. At the time, this
was extremely unorthodox, but the clout of "Loser"
allowed Beck such luxuries.

During this chaos, two more Beck releases made
their way out to the public. The A Western Harvest
Field By Moonlight 10" was put out on Fingerpaint
Records and Bong Load contributed with the "Steve
Threw Up" 7". Finally Beck's major label debut,
Mellow Gold, was unveiled. The public went crazy.
Suddenly "Loser" was everywhere. Between MTV
and commercial radio, the song got played to death.
Mellow Gold went platinum, but Beck became a bit
unsettled by the popularity of a joke song he wrote
late one night at a friend's house. The main reason
being that several critics took the song too serious-
ly-

During this time two full lengths on independent
labels were released. Not only did they help take
some of the focus off of Beck's big hit, but they also
showcased his incredible diversity as a song writer.
Flipside came back into Beck's life by releasing

Deborah Gilmore/Slo Jam Central

Stereopathetic Soulmanure, a collection of early unre-
leased Beck recordings. The other album was the
full-fledged acoustic folk album on K Records, One
Foot in the Grave. This release is by far Beck's
strongest, most spiritual and thought provoking
album to date.

Time went by. The "Loser" craze died down.
Beck started working on his major label follow-up.
Originally he started recording with Rothrock and
Schnapf again. These sessions produced a massive
quantity of songs. Only one however
("Ramshackle") was to be used on the new album.
Before he was drafted into duty for 1995's
Lollapalooza, Beck started collaborating with the
Dust Brothers, famous for their work with the likes
of Tone Loc and The Beastie Boys. When Beck
returned from touring, the finishing touches were
put on the majority of the work that would com-
prise Odelay.

It was this album that launched Beck back into the
spotlight full force. No longer perceived as a nov-
elty act, Beck finally began to receive some of the
credit he had deserved all along. Upon Odelay's *
release., Rolling Stone reviewed the album and gave
it four stars. Spin rated it a perfect ten. With the
singles "Where It's At," "Devil's Haircut," and "The
New Pollution" leading the way, Beck was ready to
prove wrong all the critics who had unjustly bashed
him in years past.

Since the album's release, awards have come
pouring in for both Beck and Odelay. Album of the
Year from Spin. Artist of the Year from Spin. Artist
of the Year, Rolling Stone Critics Poll. Best
International Male Solo Artist, New Musical
Express. Best Album of the Year from the Village
Voice. However the big finale came when Beck

see B-E-K page 9
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years they spent with Dom, the drummer (hence
the title).

As far as I'm concerned, the whole pop punk
scene has gotten a bit tiring. There are way too
many bands waving the banner of the genre and
not too many bands doing anything extremely dif-
ferent. Don't get me wrong, there are a lot of
groups doing some great stuff, but they seem to be
few and far between. As far as The Dom Years go,

. it's nothing the listener hasn't heard before from
bands like Pennywise, The Offspring, and bands
of the sort.

The typical cover song is thrown in; this one is a
redone job of The Beatles' "Help." Other than that
there is nothing memorable about this album. It's
safe to say that fans of 88 Fingers that don't own a
turn table will rush right out to their favorite indie
record store and gleefully pick up this collection,
but it doesn't seem possible that the average Joe
will see anything special about its

(EE)

Helmet
Aftertaste

(Interscope)

It's been a couple of years since the release of
Helmet's last album Betty. In that time, the boys
from New York City managed to contribute materi-

J al to various sound-
tracks as well as con-
ceiving their latest
effort Aftertaste. This
new album brings the
band away from the
experimental sounds of
Betty and back to a

rougher sound, a sound that put Helmet on the
map with Meantime.

Tracks like "Exactly What You Wanted," which is
slowly gaining radio airplay, further displays the
anger that vocalist Page Hamilton tries to get across
to the listener but with melodies that create a mood
that can range anywhere from happy to sad. When
he sings "I let you down again, what's another
harmless lie between friends," it's obvious that any-
one can relate to the words.

The precision stop-and-go sound of Helmet is
second to none. Aftertaste shows the band growing
musically without selling themselves short for the
almighty dollar. Hamilton's guitar work is even
better that anything else he's ever released. The
beats are all there courtesy of John Stanier on drums
and Henry Bogdan on the bass and with the addi-
tion of Chris Traynor (formerly of Orange* 9mm),
the band are set to hit the road to do what they do
best. It would be a shame for the radio listening
public to dismiss this album because it is definitely
a pleasant return for the band.

(EE)

88 Fingers Louie
The Dom Years,

(Fat Wreck Chords)

The Dom Years is a collection of seven inches
released by 88 Fingers Louie, possibly in attempt to
gain money, possibly in attempt to get the music
out to those familiar with Fat Mike's label and not
the band itself. This album commemorates the

Stratotanker had it all. An Elvis-impersonating
vocalist guitars that didn't need distortion pedals
because the sound was robust enough, and a herky-
jerky bass line that gave a indie-influenced blues a
bad name. It was pure, unadulterated, NYC-based
bad-ass underground rock & roll. And it all came
together on the band's first full-length Baby, Test The
Sty and various seven Inches that followed. But
that was before the sophomore jinx reared it's ugly
head and settled in on Stratotankef 's Gambit..

First off, unlike any previous releases, Gambit is
100% lo-fidelity, often times beyond the recognition
of instruments depicted or a lyrical interpretation.
And for-the Stratotanker fan, the muffling and
manipulation of the band's often rich, bold and
unmolested sound, is a complete turnoff. Secondly,
many songs are lounge versions of lengthy instru-
mentals that run tiresome and boring like "Don't
You Go A-Changin'" or "Meet Me On Saturday"
where Dick Dahl's lyrics are so nonchalant and
pointless throughout the jangley and kiltered five
minutes.

"Dirty Fingers" is a fifty-second acapeila with the
only charm coming from the background where the
crowd laughs honestly. And "Hey Baby" is the
most recognizable of the band's previous works
where the music is twitchy, and often lyrically irrel-
evant, with Dahl's harkened, Elvis-like, vocals. But
in all, the genre of lo-fidelity and Stratotanker do
not and should not coincide.

(JG)

Beyond Life with Timothy Leary
(Mercury/Mouth Almighty)

On the back of the album Timothy Leary writes
"How you die is the most important thing you ever
do. It's the exit, the final scene of the glorious epic

MONDAY, APRIL 21, IQQT'

of your life. It's the third act, and you know, evej
thing builds up to the third act. I've been waitij
for this for years."

Beyond Life with Timothy Leary is a tribute albt
celebrating the life and after-life of the LSD g
His infatuation with death and the after-life is i
played on this album. The album is a collection j
Leary's Works spoken over soft, dance trar
music. The album also.contains a tribute perform
by the recently deceased Allen Ginsberg, a
track by Al Jourgensen of Ministry, and a new v%
sion of the Moody Blues' classic "Legend
Mind".

The best tracks on the album come from
himself when he contemplates his death. The
examples of this are "Afterlife," "Beyond Life," ?
"Goodbye, Goodbye." However the album canV
be fu% appreciated by listening to it in its en
The songs lead into one another and the lig
misses much by skipping from track to track.^,

The only weakness this album has is the
music played behind the readings. At times it if
feres with what is being said. On certain trac
trance music is so prominent the words be
drowned out.

Beyond Life with Timothy Leary does not do '
proper justice. But if only to catch a glimpse of «$
the man was really like, this album is worth a ]

lathe

eve

Various Artists
(don't forget to) breathe

(Crank! Records)

(don't forget to) breathe has something for ,,.
one. It contains an eclectic mix of somber bal
and high-energy fast paced songs, and feature!
teen bands.

The album starts off slowly as Fireside and s |
Scooter play bland songs that aren't too unique?
things pick up on the third track when The Pto^
Ring performs "Pink Chimneys", which proved
be one of the best songs on the album.

A few other tracks worth mentioning are "
Maker" by Prozac Memory, "Sight Unseen
Boys Life, and "Nap" by Uncrush. And, of co^
Drive Like Jehu's "Bullet Train to Vegas" can I;
it's own with any of the tracks on this compila"

Unfortunately, (don't forget to) breathe does 1.
its share of forgettable tracks. "The Whisper Twi
by Vitreous Humor, "Calba's Last" by E
Meserve, "No Promises" by Seven Sto
Mountain, and "Elektra" by Hot Water Music
all tracks worth skipping. ;,?

This compilation has its fair share of hits at | | f
misses, but contains just enough hits to make tfeil
album memorable. The tracks performed by Vtf&l;
Like Jehu and The Promise Ring alone make t ^
album worth listening to, and with fourteen others
bands on the album, you can't go wrong.
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From anti-folk to Odelay

from BECK page 7

picked up two Grammys —
Best Alternative Performance
and Best Male Rock Vocal,
beating out the likes of
Smashing Pumpkins and
Bruce Springsteen, respec-
tively. The label of the "future
of rock" seems more fitting
now than ever and it becomes
more clear everyday why.

The following interview
with Beck took place before
his April 2 show in Montreal,
Canada. Beck was gracious

Deborah Gilmore/Slo Jam Central

enough to spend some time
talking to the Insider, despite
the fact that he was unaware
any interview was to take
place until moments before.
This harried question and
answer session took place in
Beck's tour bus under the
watchful eye of his tour man-
ager Ben Cooley, who was the
individual primarily respon-
sible for this interview being
able to happen. Despite the
time restrictions, Beck gave
long, thoughtful and honest

answers. He was a pleasure
to.talk to and did not show
the slightest hint of being ego-
tistical or above anyone else.
He truly is a rock star only by
classification, not by attitude.
His genius obviously encom-
passes not only his music, but
his entire personality.

I wanted to start off with a
question I've always been
amazed no one has asked
you. Where did the "c" in
your name come from? You
were born B-e-k, right?
B-e-k. Well, when I first start-
ed school/when I was four or
five, the administrators and
the teachers, and the certi-
fiers. The paper registrating
people of the world gave it to
me. I don't think they could
deal with B-e-k. It would
always become B-e-c-k, and I
guess I got tired of saying
"No, B-e-k" So I just went
with it. Somehow I think it
gave a little more weight. I
thought maybe as a kid, I was
a small kid, with a name that
small I was going to float
away anyway.
Whenever you talk of .your
time spent in New York's

anti-folk scene, you never
seem to mention Paleface,
but whenever Paleface talks,
he always mentions you.
Oh, really? I can't imagine it

being anything good.
(Laughs)
Did you room with him for a
while?
Yeah, we hung together for a
long time. That's funny,
because I usually mention
him. But I guess people don't
know him, they usually know
Roger Manning or Cindy Lee
Barryhill. so they include
those names, because inter-
viewers tend to leave out
names. But, yeah, I men-
tioned him. He was a good
friend for a while. And then
there was some kind of falling
out. I think I was staying at
his house and he got sick of
me, so he kicked me out. I
had this year in New York
where I would just stay with
people 'cause I was 18 and
fairly clueless. Couldn't find
a place to live and couldn't
hook up a job to save my life.
So, he was a sport. He was a
really good guy. He let me
crash on his sofa a lot. But I
think after a few months it got

\ ftiKi^^^^^H^^^^ft^^Ri i '^^^^^^^^M^^^^^^SXSfst
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see MICROSCOPE page 11

a little tiring for* him. And I
called him once and he just
hung up on me. That was
maybe five or six years ago.
So I just kind of gave up. But
I thought he was really talent-
ed, he was one of the best.
The thing I remember was Ex
Ox Ho Folk and that was a
tape he made on a four track.
In that scene, he was one of
the fixtures definitely. But he
was kind of a moody guy, I
couldn't tell if he wanted me
to hang out, or get out of his
face.
Just skipping ahead, are you
sick of Odelay yet?
Well, I'm definitely ready to
move on to some other stuff.
It's been a year and a half
since I finished the album.
I've been playing this one for
a long time. If s like a pair of
shoes that you've outgrown,
you need another size, you
know? They're kind of get-
ting a little run down.
Why were there no domestic
singles released? Any sin-
gles were primarily done in
the U.K.
The U.K. is really a singles
oriented country. They want
singles coming out every
week. The single comes out

• and sv^fma k%f$> it, then it's
gone. Here in America, you
can have a song, a single
that's maybe on the charts for
two months. But in England,
it could be number one, but it
will be gone in two weeks. So
I guess people don't really get
into singles as much here.
You've been getting an awful
lot of media exposure since
(he release of Odelay. But
there seems to be a change in
attitude. In 1994 you're
smashing telephones on 120
Minutes, but in 1996 you're
singing on top of buses out-

' side of the Video Music
Awards. Why the change of
heart?
Well, I think people ask me
now. Before nobody ever
asked me to do this gig or that
gig. I'm pfetty careful, man. I
turn down 90 percent of the
shit that comes my way.
Believe me. But, you know,
it's hard. I want to get my
music out there. I want peo-
ple to know about the show.
It's amazing to me how little
people know about our show.
That's the main thing. The
album's sort of the thing peo-
ple first stumble on, but the
show really brings it all
together. Any kind of thing in
the media, I'm only there so
people will come to the show,

see HAIR page 15
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Phosphorus Presents:

FOURTH ANNUAL

EROTIC POETRY!
READING

"ECLECTIC EROTICISM"

Renee Ashley
Dorothy Randall Gray

Yohana Mas
Jesus Papaleto Melendez

Priscilla Orr

Wednesday,
April 23, 1997

3:30 - 5:30 pm

Student Center 324-i

Weathered by the STORM,
Beaten by the RAIN,

AND, im mi miue eimoni coMHmee...
MESSER

forSGA President

HELPS
for SGA Executive V.P.

zmmi
for SGA V.P.

TULLY
for SGA Treasurer

GARCIA
for Board of Trustees
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from UNDER page 8

Built to Spill
Perfect From Now On

(Warner Bros.)

The major label debut
(seems like this is becoming a
re-occurring theme) from pop
masters Built to Spill.
Frontman Doug Martsch is
the only constant in the band.

The rhythm section is diffei-
ent each release. While this
allows for more diversity, it
makes it so you never know
what Built to spill will sound
like next. This time around
Martsch has drafted Brett
Nelson on bass and former
Spinanes drummer Scout
Plouf. .The result is a slew,
mellow pop release that is
soothing to listen to.

Squirrel Nut Zippers' Hot

Martsch's trademark high
pitched vocal delivery carries
the listener through eight
extremely long songs. Slow,
but epic in construction.
Long experimental sounding
solos and noise are found in
virtually every track. The
best examples coming in the
form of" the songs "I Would
Hurt a Fly" and the eight
minute plus "Velvet Waltz."

The highlights- of this

REMEMBER

.§h^&

\

Meet the Political Science
Department Day

Undeclared, interested in major,
minor, double major

All are invited!
Thursday, April 24th Meet: Outstanding,

12:30 - 2 (Common Hour) Caring Faculty

SC 324-325 Wanted: Caring Students

Open Auditions!
for the WPC Hunziker Black Box Sunnier 1997 Comedy'Series I

ShOWS:
Beyond Therapy-June 17-21

by Christopher Durang
directed by Philip Cioffari

All In The Timing-July29-Aug. 2
Six One-Act Comedies by David Ives

directed by Edward Matthews

Auditions 1 n Hiinri ks r Hfii 1 Rm 701:
Mbn. Apr i l 28,1997- 7s00-10:00pm

• Apr i l30, !997-4s00~7!00pm

Please Prepare a 2-3 Minute
Monologue of Your Choice

Sign-up wil lbegin 1/2 hour before
each scheduled audition time

College Credit Avail-in© for WPC%icjeks! *-

For More Information Cal l : (201) 595*2227/2994
u

Lunch ~ Soda ~ Matzoh too!

Honors Programs
Exchange Programs

Tutorial for LSAT(free)
Pre-Law

Internships ~ Washington DC too!
Model U.N.

Student Research Presentations
Conferences

RSVP 595-2183

Learn and Love it!

album are the few tHat put
forth a little energy. "Out of
site" slightly breaks out of the
mold as it's a little faster and
a little more like some of Built
to Spill's recent seven inches.

This album is a little to
melodic and the. songs are
way to long to keep the listen-
er engaged. Fans of Built to
Spill's first album Ultimate
Alternative Wavers will enjoy
this album much more than
those fans who have only
come aboard recently.

(TB)

Squirrel Nut Zippers
Hot

Mammoth

Hot, the latest release by the
Band Squirrel Nut Zippers,
seems to be a very accurate
description of these mam-
moth recording artists. This
extremely diverse group con-
sisting of about 6 members
combine the sounds of 20's

ragtime with 50's jazz and
sprinkle on a bit of a modern
touch to keep it sounding
interesting.

Songs like "It ain't you"
and "Put a lid on it" feature
Katherine Whalen, the band's
female vocalist. The horn sec-
tion plays in full swing as
Whalen wails away with her
20's style singing voice. Alto
and Baritone sax, tenor banjo,
Baritone Ukulele, and a string
bass are a few of the many
instuments the Zippers com-
bine to form their extremely
original sound.

Hot contains twelve songs
in all. Every one of the twelve
is unique and withhold

,. uncountable jazzy melodies.
"Hell" the first single off the
album, has spawned a soon to
be overplayed video on
M.T.V. The video captures the
Squirrel Nut Zippers in full
swing, and is not one to miss.
Listen to the album, watch the
video, see their show, it's
what your supposed to do.

This week's reveiwers: Al Giamarino, Ed
Erlenmeyer, Dave Roe ,Joe Giglio and Tim

Bornemann

MONDAY MORNINGI
INTERVIEW?
Rid Your Body Of

Those Weekend Toxins
In Just 1 Hour!!!

uick
. Tabs

By: Herbal Clean

M

Satisfaction Or DOUBLE Your Money Back
• No Preparation Needed

• Vitamin B2 & Creatine In Formula

Call Now!
1-888-480-3322

Visa, MasterCard, AmEx

www.naturalconcepts.com Regular Price; *24.9S

' Student
Discount

I!
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William Paterson College
MONDAY, APRIL 21
FOOD PEST
6:00 p.m., Ballroom
Sponsored by SAPB sc the WPC Clubs
Sample foods from around the world . . . then sit back
•sc be ready to laugh at o u r . . .
COMEDY SHOW
6:30 pm, Ballroom
Sponsored by SAPB

TUESDAY, APRIL 2 2
CLUB FAIR
Noon - 12:30 pm, Lawn
Rainsite: Ballroom
Sponsored by Campus Activities
POP A SHOT BASKETBALL *
AIRBRUSH ARTIST
Sponsored by SAPB

AEROBICS SUPER CLASS
5:00 pm, Rec Center

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21
MUSIC FEST
11:00 am - 3:00 pm, Lawn
Rainsite: Ballroom
Sponsored by Greek Senate

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21
PICNIC OK THE LAWN
Sponsored by SGA

DUNK A COP C&4/24)
Sponsored by Campus Police

Springfest T-shirts on sale for $ 5 in
the SAPB boo th . Buy them/ early!!!

THURSDAY, APRIL 2 4
CARNIVAL
11:00 tfnr -• 3::p<|t|Kft» t$wn
Rainsite: Ballroom ' • •»•
Carnival Booths.« Prizes/ Giant Slide, Rock WAH,
Snacks, Photo Buttons, DJ, Airbrush artist - Free with a
'97 Springfest shirt! .
Sponsored by SAPB'

BENCH PRESS FINALS
12:30 pta, Lawn
Rainsite: Rec Center
Sponsored by Rec Center

SPRING DINNER DANCE
7:00 pm - 1:00 am, Florentine Gardens, River
Vale, N]
Bus provided - Departs Lot 5 at <5:3O pm. $20 - WPC
stds, $30 other. ID required Tickets on sale at SC Info
Desk/ 332 /

DUNK A COP
Sponsored by Campus Police

FRIDAY APRIL 25
PAJAMA PARTY
9:30 pm - U30 am, Ballroom
WPC Only, $2
Sponsored by Caribsa
WPC WEEKENDS!
1 1 pm, Billy Pat's
featuring Travelin' Max Good Time Sing-A-Long
WPC only, 18 to party, 21 to drink

SATURDAY, APRIL 26
GREAT ADVENTURE TRIP
B»s Departs Lot 5 at 11:00 am
Bus Departs GA at 9:30 pm
Tickets on sale in SC315

Sponsored by SAPB
SUNDAY, APRIL 2 7
SPLATTER!
PAINTBALL TRIP
Depart Lot 2 at 8:00 am
Return at 6:00pm
$15 Tickets and details at SC info desk. Intro paint kit
bus 61 field pass included.

MONDAY/ APRIL 28
HAITIAN AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION PRESENTS
3:00 pm - 7:00 pm, SC BR r
$2 WPC students; $4 others Drum « Dance
D), Haitian cuisine
TOM DELUCA
HYPNOTIST SHOW
8:00 pm, Shea Auditorium
Sponsored by SAPB
$2 WPC students, $3 non-students
Don't miss out on this annual blow-out event

TUESDAY, APRIL 29
COMMON HOUR FEST
Noon- 3:00 pm, Lawn
Sponsored by SAPB
Stay tuned for details!
FILM:
"JERRY MA6UIRE"
8:00 pm, Ballroom
Sponsored by SAPB

No alcohol is permitted at any events.
(non-Billy Pat's)

APRIL 21-29, 1997

THE BEACON

SAPB
SPRINOFEST
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Come and taste a variety of great dishes from
around the world prpepared by WPC dubs. From
chicken, beef patties, rice ac beans to Pineapple
up-side-down cake.

Shirt Airbrushed if you missed it Tuesday; Eat
some munchies; or just hang to the tunes of the
DJ; It's RockinU

Only the strongest will survive!
Sponsored by the Rec Cneter, co-sponosred by
SAPB. Call x2777 for info.

Stick around and listen to the funny and witty
Leighanne Lord and unique 6t qurky Kevin
Downey Jr.
It's a night you won't want to miss! Departs Lot 5 11 am

Ride the rides, eat the popcorn, meet new people,
see the newest attractions for '97. Get your tick-
ets before they sell out!

Noon-2pm SC Lawn CRaninsite-Ballroom]

While you're checking out the WPC clubs, stop
by the SAPB table for Springfest goodies . . . or
tyr your hand at our Pop-a-Shot Basketball.. . or
buy your Springfest T-Shirt and have it airburshed.
Try to keep up with the action.

11 am-3pm SC Lawn (Rainsite-Ballroom)

This day will rock your body! Win a prize at one
our Carnival Booths; Take a ride on the Giant

Slide; See how high you can cimb on the Rock
Wall; get a Photo Button; Have your Springfest T-

College Entertainer of the Year . . . Again

7:30 pm doors open; 8 pm Shea
$2 WPC students, $3 non-students

It's the amazing annual Tom DeLuca Hypnotist
Show. If you haven't seen it yet, don't miss out
on your chance. Watch your friends fall under
Tom's intriguing power. It's the show you'll be
talking about until next Springfest. Be a part of it!

Noon - 3 Lawn

See full page ad for details!

8pm PAL

Springfest T-shirts on sale for $5 in
the SAPB booth. Buy them, early!!!
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Beacon Classifieds

OUR RATES
• run 20 words for one issue is
i,50, 21-35 words $7.50, each

.dditional 10 words $1.00

DEADLINES
Classified ads must be placed by

12:00 RMV Friday before
publication, „, ',,,

•/<-• Mow xaFAY \ $
AH classified ads must be paid in
advance, unless you have "an
account with the paper. t •.

Sum ADS TO:
' The Beacon

300PomptoxtRd,SC310
Wayne, Nff 07470
ATTN: Classifieds

Make checks or money orders
payable to;

THE BEACON

Child Care Services Empkyoieflt Wanted

Summer Childcare for toddler
in Wayne; 2 or 3 days per week;
Call 694-0578.
Childcare: Loving student for
seven-year-old boy in Wayne.
Responsible. Diversified duties
include homework, ballgames.
Car Necessary. Any two days
per week, flexible. 3:30-7:30.
References Required. Call 956-
5827.
Child Care In Wayne, full-
time summer job leading to
after school job in the fall. Two
"gifted" kids, 5&7. Take them
to the pool, to museums and
teach them something every-
day. Must have own safe car,
good references. Want outgoing
person who loves kids. No
smokers. $7.00/hr. Call Cindy
at (908)22"i-!i942 or (201)628-
7207 after 8:00 p.m.
Free Basement Apartment
with seperate entrance and bath
in exchange for 4-5 nights of
babysitting. Call 523-0234.
Babysitter Available evenings
and full time in the summer.
Call Jillian at (201) 944-2591.

.ss't Manager. IPCJan inter-
national mail company, "has a
position available for a detail
oriented, analytical person to
assist in Quality Assurance,
Profit Control, and Vendor
Relations. Candidate should be
a self-starter proficient in MS
Excel and MS Word. Good
communication' and organiza-
tional skills are a must.
Competitive salary and bene-
fits. Any interested parties
should fax resume to (201)
458-0364, e-mail scottr@ipo-
mail.com. Or contact Scott at
(201) 458-9293.
Operations Ass't P/T.
Immediate job opportunities
available. Sunday through
Saturday shifts. Flexible hrs.
Make your own schedule.
Worker friendly environment.
E. Ruth. 458-9293. Call Randy.
Help Wanted: Mail Boxes
Etc, Point View Shopping
Center. 189 Berdan Ave.
Wayne. Flexible hours.
Competitive wages. Please call
628-1901 for an interview

appointment, or stop in for an
application.
Now Hiring- Domino's Pizza,
Pompton Lakes. Manager- no
exp. neccesary, will train. Must
be dedicated and enthusiastic-
P/T leading to F/T. Please keep
in mind-this is a long term posi-
tion, to be filled by someone
willing to become an important
part of the company. Drivers -
earn $8-10 p/hour. Must have
own insured, registered vehicle.
All shifts available. Great sum-
mer job! For both positions call
between 11am and 4 pm. 835-
0333. Ask for Tara or Russell.

Gampsfliesorts Announcements

The Beacon is looking
for writers, photogra-
phers, and columnists

for the Fall 1997
semester. Come to

Student Center Room
310 or call 595-2576
for more information.

Great opportunities for-
all majors!!

Come by and check it
out today!

Summer Staff Positions for
New York premiere girl's
camp. Must possess experience
working with children. Staff
training provided. Competitive
Salary. Call. for application:
Sharon Kweit, Lenni-Lenape
Girl Scout Council, (201)492-
2100 or Fax Resume (201) 492-
5509.
Help Wanted -* Quality day
camp in Morris County looking
for applicants in the following
areas: General Counselors,
Swim - LGT or WSI, Music,
Drama, Photography, Sports,
High Ropes, Roller Hockey,
Mountain Bikes, Newspaper.
Please call 201-895-3200 for
more information.

FREE T-SHIRT + $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fra-
ternities, sororities & groups.
Any campus organization can
raise up to $1000 by earning a
whopping $5.00/VISA applica-
tion. Call 1-800-932-0528
ext.65 Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.
MEET NEW PEOPLE
THE FUN WAY TODAY
l-$00-772-5383 EXT 2712
$2.99 per min. Must be 18yr.
Serv-U- (619)645-8434.
Have you college paper or
resume typed. We are conve-
niently located in walking dis-
tance from WPC at 29
Hamburg TPK in Wayne. We
use state of the art equipment
and offer competitive rates.
Kindly call (201)942-0205 and
ask for Doreen.
To the brothers of ZBT ~
Thanks for the great mixer! We
had a good time. Love the
Angels

Pi^^^^^^^^ffi
Aries

(March 21 to April 19)
Be tactful with higher-

ups and avoid raising
controversial topics.
News or a visitor from
afar will brighten up your
mood toawrd the end of
the week. Creative types
will feel truly inspired
over the weekend.

Taurus
(April 20 to May 20)
Guard against domes-

tic upsets early in the
week. Intriguing news
comes from afar.
Partners work well
together as a team. This
weekend, creative work
is especially favored.

Gemini
(May 21 to June 20)
An ethical mattter

takes up some of your
time this week. You're
liable to buy somthing

out of the ordinary when
shopping later in the
week. You'll make a
good impression at a
business meeting.

Cancer
(June 21 to July 22)
Intense feelings could

mar romantic prospects
this week, but your intu-
tion is a valuable asset in
business affairs. On the
job, you're efficient and
mentally sharp. Much
progress is made.

Leo
(July 23 to August 22)
Stay clear of unscrupu-

lous types in financial
dealings this week.
Agreements are easily
creached with others
and cooperation rules
the week. You're more
spontaneous than usual
this weekend and social-
izing is a plus.

Virgo
(August 23 to

Septmember 22)
You may feel stymied

by a work problem, but a
solution will be found by
week's end. Home and
monetary inerests come
to the fore. Investigate
investment options.

Libra
(Septmember 23 to

October 22)
A partner has an inspri-

ational effect on you.
You'll be enjoying the fun
times together toward
the latter part of the
week. A private talk
relates to money. Be
moderate in pleasure
seeking this weekend.

Scorpio
(October 23 to
November 21)

Though you may feel
uncomfortable about one

work situation this week,
you'll still get much
accomplished. Time by
yourself this weekend
leadss to innovative and
inspired thinking.

Saggittarius
(November 22 to
Decmember 21)

Try to avoid an early-
week contest of wills with
a relative. You'll make a
great impact at a group
meeting later on.
Innovative moves pay off
for you in business this
week. '"

Capricorn
(Decmember 22 to

January 19)
Someone at work may

ask you to bend the rules
this week, but it's best
that you do not comply.
You may run into friends
unexpectedly toward the
end of the week.

Partners are in sync this
weekend.

Aquarius
(January 20 to
Feburary 18)

Somthing you overhear
may upset you early in
the week. New insights
come about a project
that's been on the back
burner for some time.
Romance and creativity
are happily highlighted.

Pisces
(Feburary 19 to March

20)
Sucess comes through

on a behind-the-scenes
business move this
week. Family matters
are rewarding but a diffi-
cultly about money could
arise with a friend.
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Beck - N o t enough hair to be a
from ODELAY page 9

Does MTV still make you want to smoke crack?
Well, I don't have TV, you know, I have to say.I
think at the time when I wrote that it was-more the
emerging tabloid mentality of media and television
in general. I think maybe more so Rolanda and the
twenty other shows of that ilk make me feel like I'm
smoking crack. But MTV, there's barely any videos
anymore, it's just like another channel.
Does being called a "genius" affect the way you
view yourself or the way you write songs?
I think I'm probably equally called a "slacker" and
a "manchild" so that sort of balances.
Ben Cooley: But we're all instructed to call him
"The Genius."
Beck: The Genius. Prince is the artist. I'm the Artist
formally known as Beck. I have a genius wig.
When I put that wig on then the true genius
emerges. I don't have enough hair to be a genius. I
think you have to have hair going everywhere.
Has anyone lost their job because of what hap-
pened with the Spin cover?
Oh man, I almost lost my job, man. The deal with
that was nobody would own up to doing that.
Somebody manipulated it in a computer. The pho-
tographer said it was the magazine's fault. The
magazine said it was a printing error. Getting
make-up, eyeliner, my hair turning black,and air-
brushed beyond recognition. I've never seen a
printing error quite like that. I have a picture, a
Polaroid of the original photo session. • The back
ground is actually light blue. It's a travesty. But/
you know, what amazes me is the people who like
it. (Laughs)

Is the Sonic Enemy cassette Golden Feelings ever
going to be rereleased?
I doubt it. If it came out, There's certain songs that
I did so long ago and I'd have to contend with dif-
ferent people in the audience wanting to hear those
songs and I'm just not going to play them.
Don't you have to deal with that now?
Well, I do. From Stereopathetic Soulmanure.
There's some songs in there that I was playing
when I was 19. I just don't play "Satan Gave Me a
Taco" anymore.
Why don't you? I think that sqng is very much a
fan favorite.
Yeah, it is. It's something I moved away from as
soon as I wrote that song. That was the kind of song
where I was playing a coffee shop and I knew five
of my friends were going to be there so I wrote
something to amuse them for them bothering to
come see me. I had a lot of songs like that. But they
got taken out of context. I don't want to do the
Mojo Nixon, "Weird Al" kind of song. Those songs
are pretty much in that vein.
Do you think that there is.something wrong with
just writing a silly song?
I think I'm just trying to let it evolve. I've said ear-
lier that I think Leonard Cohen is one of the great
comedic songwriters. His songs are tragic but
there's so many funny lines. So I think I'm trying to
get into that. Those songs really came out of the
scene I was in, trying to entertain and amuse my
friends. Because these days, Satan gave me some
Vitamin C and it cured the need to write those
songs.
I heard a new album on K is going to be coming

f .„.. • • p

COME JOIN US FOR
THE ANNUAL SPRINGFEST

AEROBICS
SUPERCLASS

TUESDAY
APRIL 22,1997

4:45-6:00 PM
REC CENTER

*Class may combine Low Impact Aerobics, Step, ABS & Toning.
Join us for a great time!

For more information call the Rec Center @ 595-2777.

Beck poses with Beacon Insider editor, Tim Bornemann, following the
interview. Nathalie Proulx/for The Beacon

out soon, When is this coming out and is this older
material?
Yeah, we started recording it in July of '94 and we
recorded about 15 songs. And those sat around for-
ever. Then I went back last June and did a bunch
more. So at this point I just need to go back and fin-
ish the songs from the two sessions.
When do you think you'll have time to do that?
I've been on the road since then. So hopefully I'll
get a little time off towards the end of summer. I
really want to put that out because playing
"Asshole" and "Sleeping Bag," It's the equivalent of
still playing Mellow Gold, chat side of my music. I've
written so many songs in that vein that aren't rep-
resented on Odelay.
Why don't you use your guitar Jazzercise anymore
and will it end up in the Hard Rock Cafe some-
day?
No it won't. Apparently there is a guitar Of mine in
the Hard Rock Cafe that isn't mine. Anyone who
goes there and sees it should know that it's an
imposter guitar. The real one's at home. It's a little
fragile. It's been set on fire many times. It doesn't
really come out on tour much. It's sort of been
retired. It's in the gallery of instruments.
Does it hold sentimental value for you?
Oh yeah, definitely. I wrote a lot of songs on that. I
play that guitar on Odelay, too. I -tend to use it
recording for sentimental reasons.
I heard it live once, but is the song "Brother" ever,
going to be released on an album?
That came from the sessions, the original sessions
when I was starting the Odelay album. The album
was going to be more like that, kind of folky and
dark. One of the songs I did release from that ses-
sion was "Feather In Your Cap" on the "subUrbia"
Soundtrack. Those were all recorded in the same
period. There's a bunch of that stuff. But I just
wanted to do something a little more lively. The
thing with Mellow Gold was the songs were so slow.
I wanted to have an album where the songs were a
little more dynamic for playing live. Maybe it will
show up somewhere. There's a bunch of stuff sit-
ting around. I don't have much perspective and I
don't know what's the best stuff to put out.
Well, that's one I'd like to see.
Alright, well that's good to know.
And since I just got the time's up sign my last
question is just trying to prove or disprove a
rumor that was floating around a couple of years
ago. Is the piano solo in the lounge act version of
"MTV Makes Me Want to Smoke Crack" the
theme to Mr. Roger's Neighborhood played back-
wards?
No, It's my friend Mike, who is sort of the reincar-
nated Jerry Lewis of the West Coast jazz scene. He
plays keyboards on the albums usually.
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Seven-Inch
Reviews

By Joe Giglio and Tim Bornemann

The Folk Implosion: Pole Position Lou
Barlow and John Davis' three song seven
inch reflects the two previous works (one LP
and one EP) wi#i acoustics and kiltered
instrumental. The gem is found on the
acoustic version of "Opening Day" (found on
last year's Electric Idiot EP). Sorry kids, no
bombastic grooves found here. (Communion
Label: 2525 16th St. 3rd Floor, SF,
CA94103)
The Somerville Players:
Volume 1 Two pieces by the
united five piece, Barbara
Manning, Jason Loewenstein,
Bob Fay, Anne Slinn, and Roy
Montgomery. An excellent
match of acoustic, percussion,
bass and Manning'-s voice
found on "Flashback Caruso."
Side two is a noisy cover of
Black Sabbath's "Supernaut"
(Lissy's: Flat 2,10 Bournevak Rd.
Streatham, London, England

1545 86885 Landsberg, Germany)
Underhand: "Connections" Another batch of
tight as hell, catchy pop songs from Arne and
the rest of the Underhand guys. Arne is also
in Zoinks!, but Underhand sounds more
melodic and, unfortunately, are not quite as
well known. They deserve more fans. Help
the cause, buy this record. ,(Mutant Pop:
Sorry, I left the address at home.)

4 ^
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Love As LaugTiter: /'w A Bee
More noise rock by the four
track master, Sam Jayne. And I
say noise because I thought the
incpKe*ettt fuzz was created fey
the rwt> inched of crud that col-*
lected on my needle, but it was-
n't. "I'm A Bee," "Waiting,"
and "I Don't Know Where I
Am" are all unsurprising noise
products. (KRecords:POBox
7154 Olympia, WA 98507)
Smog: "Came Blue"/ "Spanish
Moss" 7" Two painfully sad
songs by Smog's own, Bill
Callahan. "Came Blue" is an
organ intertwined with
Callahan's unique poetry,
"Spanish Moss" does the same
but with an acoustic guitar and
his poetry. (Hausmusik: PO Box

IPBECWNCYSNTEHI

We want to'help you!
Some of our services

include:
'Free Pregnancy Testing
•Counseling
•Maternity/Baby Clothing &
Furnishings
•Post-Abortion Support
Groups

All Services are
Free 8 Confidential
24 hour Answering service

201-538-0967
82 Speedwell Ave. 1330 Hamburg Tpfc.

Monlstown Wayne

all-nighters
arerit always

spent in
the library

If0
•you "wa*tt "to b e

Visa L'.S.A. Inc.' 1997

Bob Dylan
©William Paterson College
April 13

Bob Dylan? Bob Dylan! Performing with such
pwerful intensity that it seemed his life depended
on it, poet/musician Bob Dylan and the four other
musicians in his band put on a stunning show at
WPC's Recreation Center.

Except for a two-year period of recovery follow-
ing the 1968 motorcycle accident that borke his
neck, Bob Dylan has been touring regularly around
the world for the last 35 years.

The writer, singer and painter demonstated with
his performance that he takes his fans seriously and
he aims to give his audience a good show. On
Sunday Dylan played over 100 minutes with no
intermission. The 4,000 person audience was deliri-
ous for the whole sold-out show as Dylan perfom-
red 12 songs and three encores.

Dylan, who turns 56 next month, also performed
extended guitar solos on every song and showed
what an expert musician he's become with some
really dazzling finger play.

The composition of half the audience was people.
of Dylan's generation, with the other half compos-'
ing yourher people all the way down to 10*year old
children. One 10-year 61d from Ft. Lee said this was
his second Dylan conert in the last month. A couple
and their three teenage children drove to the con-
cert from Wilmington, Delaware. Their truck's state
licnese plate said "DYLAN."

WPC student Jim Bruno said, "Man, he just blew
me away. I knew he was good, but he was unbe-
lievable Sunday."
"Dylan expert Dan Levy of New York citry said,

"This was definitely the finest show he's done in
years. His band is so tight and it's really one of the
best in the business. David Kemper (drums) played
with Jerry Garcia's band. Larry Campbell (guitar
and fiddle) plays with k.d. lang and with Kinky
Friedman. Pedal steel player Bucky Baxter and
bassist Tony Gamier have been playing with Dylan
for years. These guys all know how to play to each
other." ,

Twelve of the fifteen songs Dylan performed
were entirely his own. He also sang the folk song
"Pretty Peggy-O," the popular Grateful Dead song,
"Friend of the Devil," and Dylan's "Silvio."

In the last ten years or so, Dylan has been known
to perform concerts that were uninspired or that
seemed lazy, and some ©f the fans began to feel he
didn't really care about how his shows go over.

The sound at this concert was just about perfect.
This time Mr. Dylan is deeply into his music. Our
one criticism is that the volume level on Dylan's
microphone could have been a.little bit louder^ as
we did lose some words under the music and the
almost constant cheering frenzy of the audience.

By the end of the. show, sweat soaked through
Dylan's suitcoat. He and his band worked really
hard and produced a superb and amazing concert
everyone who attended will always remember.

His next new compact disc is due out next
September. Bob Dylan has led a long, artistically
courageous and fearless career. Next time around,
don't miss him.
By Stewart and Jane Hutchinson
Jane Hutchinson is Director of Media Services at WPC

Sick of it All, Vision of Disorder,
Snapcase, A.F.I., Ensign
©The Roxy, NYC
April 5,1997

Only once in a while comes a show so marvelous
that itt makes you think, wow! this is why I love
music. On this night at The Roxy, that feeling came
over me. As, I left the venue, I was actually pissed
that it was over.

Local boys Ensign hit the stage first, they defi-
nitely had fans as the pit opened up and many con-
cert-goers struggled to reach the stage. They put on
an energetic set that won over those unfamiliar
with their work. West Coasters A.F.I, were next up.
It took a few songs, but by the time they left the
stage, they had made some new friends as well.

After A.F. I. was the second best band of the night,
Snapcase. The band mixed up both old and new
tracks and had the energy of little kids without their
dosage of Ritalin. All in attendance were inspired
by the non-stop flavor put out by the band. Crowd
favorites included "Incarnation" and "Caboose."
This band is going to blow up big time!

ViO.D. took the stage next and ruled the place as
well. Constant crowd surfers plummeted toward
the stage in hopes of getting a microphone shoved
in front of their face to sing certain parts of just
about every song.

By the time Sick of it All came on, the mosh
weary crowd pulled together whatever power they
had left and put it all in for the kings of New York
hardcore. As "The Imperial March" played over the
house system, the crowd started to cheer, then the
thunder erupted. SOIA blasted through about 20-
25 songs, new and old. The Roxy dance floor
became about ten different pits of sweat and there
wasn't even one fight. It was a welcome home that
the band deserved after touring the country for a
monfh or so. In tm'e hardcore fashion, the band
didn't do any encores and everyone, I mean every-
one went home a happy camper.

(above) Snapcase's Daryl Tabersk
(below) Sick of it All's Peter Koller

Ed Erlenmeyer/The Beacon

WILIJAM PATBRSON COIJ.RGE
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND COMMUNICATION

UPCOMING EVENTS AT
THESHEA CENTER FOR PERFORMING ARTS

NEW MUSIC FESTIVAL: N.J. Percussion Ensemble and N.J. New Music
Ensemble

Monday, April 21 at 8:00 p.m.
(free)

WPC Concert Band - Spring Celebration
Thursday, April 24 at 8:00 p.ra.

(free)

DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES: Malcolm "Steve" Forbes, Jr.
Friday, April 25 at 8:00 p.m.

WPC Concert Choir
Sunday, April 27 at 4:00 p.m.

(free)

The Shea Center Box Office is open Monday through Friday from
10:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. For ticket* and Additional Information,

please call:.

S95-2371
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j y ^ Beacon Goes to the Movies
^ " i._. *^*u~ ™:i« ^A JM,- „„!« fruitless. PerhaDS Eric Stoltz Amazon jungle in the midd

Chasing Amy
By Tim Bornemann

"Chasing Amy" is the third
installment of writer/director
Kevin Smith's New Jersey
Trilogy. The film is a departure
from the two previous entries
"O«ks" and "Mallrats" in that
Smith makes his first attempt at
creating a drama. If drama is
what he was aiming al he suc-
ceeded. If making a film that
would appeal to fans of the first
two New Jersey films was his
goal, he missed slightly.

"Chasing Amy" follows the
exploits of two comic book writ-
ers, Holden and Banky. At a
comic convention Holden meets
J&IIQW writer Alyssa Jones.
Immediately having feelings for
her* Holden attempts to win her
affection. Only one problem,
she's, gay.

Using this scenario, Smith cre-
ates a1 story full of humorous sit-
uations and quotable lines that
rival aaj^of.his past films. The
main problem he runs into is
when Holden gets to stop chas-
ing Alyssa. This is where the
drama kicks, in." It's very well
dftsfei $oine jpgfls feate t^ly
' thought pfovokirig and meaning-
ful, but it's such a stark contrast
to the beginning of the film,
maybe making two different
movies would have been a better
approach. The biggest disap-
pointment, however, is the way
the characters of Jay and Siient
Bob are handled. Jay is too seri-
ous and he renounces one of his
catch phrases in Mallrats:
"Snootchie Bootchies," And
Silent Bob is anything but Silent.

The casting is bit questionable
in most cases. As he did in
"Mallrats," Jason Lee gives a
hysterical performance, but the
majority of the other leads seem
a bit out of place. It is virtually
impossible to see Ben
Affleck(Holden) portray any
character other than Shannon
Hamilton, proprietor of
Fashionable Male in Mallrats.
The change from playing the bad
guy to the main lead is a bit
much for the casual watcher to
stomach. The other poor casting
choice was placing director
Kevin Smith's girlfriend Joey
Lauren Adams in the role of
female lead. She was enjoyable
in small roles, but it's downright
nauseating to watch her whine
and overact throughout the
whole movie.

"Chasing Amy" is enjoyable
despite what you may think after
reading this, just don't expect a
movie like "Mallrats* or
"Clerks."

Anaconda
By Kenny Kistler

"Anaconda," the new jungle
adventure from Columbia
Pictures, raises some questions.
First, why do two women put on
makeup and style their hair
before long, grueling days in the
humid Amazon jungle? Second,
how could people who watch
friends and colleagues meet vio-

lent deaths smile and joke only
days later? And third, why do
American film makers continue
to stereotype British men as
over-cultured, snobbish bores?

Watching this film is like wan-
dering through a jungle of one's
own, searching desperately for
hidden treasure. Except for John
Voight's stellar performance as
the crafty villain arid the scenic
shots of the magnificent
Brazilian landscape, the search is

fruitless. Perhaps Eric Stoltz
would have contributed positive-
ly to this film had special effects
which make Charlie the Tuna
look true to life. There is now yet
another Hollywood reptile which
was both incredibly smart and
pathetically stupid, depending on
which vital character's life was
at stake. A valuable lesson from
"Anaconda": Never try to have
sex with your significant other in
the heart of the dangerous

Amazon jungle in the
the night.

It is apparent that there .a
people who like these kiajJ#.j
movies since studios continue "I
release them. However,
Hollywood doesn't shape •
soon, it will be surroundecljjj
mass of angry reptiles de
ing honest portrayals ai
representation — after
humans don't demand it, at j
they will.

' • * , - < -

lake a full* Interactive road trip with the new Ford Escort mi on www.tord.com
The new 1998 Ford Escort

While there may lie lots of good deals out there for smart
people, this one is available only to college seniors and grad
students. Get $400 cash back* toward the purchase or $650
cash back* toward the Red Carpet lease (or Red Carpet Option)
of any eligible Ford or Mercury. Smart going. And that Includes

the exciting new Ford Escort H 2 , a terrific way to grab life by
the wheel. Rig fun. For more College Graduate Purchase Program
Into, call 1-800-32MS36 or visit the Web at mvw.ford.com

a n S I S 0rad!?t8 Scl1ocl You mu8t purchate » I » M your new vehicle betwsen 1/4,97and 1/3/98. Some cu»tom.r and vehlcla eligibility m M m app|y, Se/your deal9r (or d 8 t a b

Mercury
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The Beacon
The Newspaper That's Clearly For You

The Beacon is looking for
•Writers

•Proofreaders

•Designers

Whether you're intersted
in a summer job or would

like newspaper experi-
ence in the fall semester
Come on UD to Student
Center 310 or call 595-

2568.

You Can Bank On

wbh@frontier!wilpaterson.edu

For

SCAExecunue
Vice-President\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \

Accomplishments:
1996-1997

i*ESSENCE Literary Magazine (President/Editor-in-Chief)

| "Coordinated Most Provocative Fall & Spring Semesters'

Speakers (River Houston & Jim Carroll)

*SGA Christmas Party Group Leader

*21 Fund Activist

1995-1996

*Passaic County Community College SGA Tresurer

1994-1995
*Passaic County Community Chess Club President

*Peer Counseling Club Vice-President & Tresurer

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \

She Gets The Job DONG
Vote on Monday, April 21,1997 & Tuesday, April 22,

1997 in the Student Center toamSpm.

The JERSEY SCENE
Secondhand
Droppin'theF-Bomb(CD)

Secondhand is a five-piece band from
the South Brunswick area. They play East
Coast punk rock with a hint of West coast Fat
Wreck Chord type flavor thrown in. The
vocals are a bit rough sounding and need a
little work, maybe a voice lesson or two. The
lead guitar is a little scrappy also, but it all
fits in pretty well on F-Bomb. the second song

' on this thirteen song disk, "Without a
Name," is good, kind of Bouncing Souls-ish,
Xhere's also a cover song of The Cure's
"Boys Don't Cry." Cover songs are becoming
the cliche in punk these days, but
Secondhand pulls it off by using "Boys" right
after the previous song, "Yardsale," which
ends on the same not as "Boys" begins.
Droppin' the F-Bomb is a decent album for
those into the punk thing, hopefully we'll
hear more from them. (Mgtherbox Records, 60
Denton Ave, East Rockaxvay, NY 15181)

Stanleybirch
Social Security (CD)

Stanleybirch are about as local as we
are at the Beacon. This three piece from
Paterson have dedicated their album to "the
death of the NJ rock scene as we know it -
Work Up." It takes some set of balls to make

a statement like that. First of all, imagine if
you ,lived in say, Iowa. I'm pretty sure that
the scene out there is in now way close to
what it is here in good ol' NJ. Seocndly,
Stanleybirch is one of those bands that have
not helped the scene out, but only hurts it by
putting out the same old wanna be pop rock
that made bands like Dishwalla a success. If
a band wants to be rock 'n roll stars, it takes
more than dissing their scene for shock value
to get there, other things are involved, like
originality.

Any local bands looking to appear in The
Beacon's Jerse y Scene can drop their tapes,
CDs, and whatever else they have at the office
located in Student Center room 310. Or, mail us
your music to:
The Beacon
ATTN: Ed Erknmeyer
300 Pompton Rd
Wayne, NJ 07470

Don't put on POUNDS studying for finals.
Come now and be in shape for summer!

• Scientific die*
Call aDOUt OUr • 100% success rate

student discount: Doof or William 0 . Cummings
(914)368-4077 seen each visit • Many medications availabl

* Medically supervised weight loss

7 N. Airmont Rd. / • — • v

Suffern,NY f SaVe 50% ]
(between NYS Thruway & Rt. 59)

Office is 20 minutes from school!
Refer a Mend on your next visit J

I Hair Affair
10 TILT ST.

HALEDON.NJ

TEL. 790-7373

TANNING
6 Tan $25^

$5

WPC Student
"Specials"

Wednesday Only
$10 Student Haircut

(See Christine)

CALL FOR APPOINT SENT

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

CUTS

Women~$l5
Men-$I2

NAILS

Manicure--$8

Wraps-$35

Tips/Wraps--$45
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WPC strident hospitalized after three-floor fall
By Pamela Langan

According to Detective Russ
Stengel, Detective Sergeant,

• WPC Campus Police, an injured
student reportedly fell from a
third floor window of the
Heritage Hall Dormitory early
Wednesday morning.

An emergency call for help
was received at Campus Police
at 2:30 a.m. Wed., Apr. 16. An
injured person, now identified as
Anthony Sosa, 27, was lying on
the sidewalk in front of Heritage
Hall. "Apparently, he had fallen

from the third floor window,"
said Stengel.

According to Nicole Stefano,
senior, it seemed as though the
screen of the third floor apart-
ment window was removed,
which is against Residence Life
policy. "Residence Life should
pay a little more attention and be
a little more strict with this poli-
cy," added Stefano.

Paramedics were requested at
the scene from the Wayne Police
Department, and a Wayne ambu-
lance arrived at approximately
2:42 am. The ambulance

responded and transported Sosa
to St. Joseph's Hospital in
Paterson.

Stefano said that brothers of
his fraternity, Kappa Delta Rho
(KDR), were outside with him
after he had fallen, trying to get
him to respond. She said that he
seemed to be grumbling slightly
at their requests, but was unable
to move. The ambulance then

arrived and transported his body
on a. mobilizing stretcher to the
hospital.

Reports from his fraternity
brothers claim that Sosa has
many external injuries, including
broken teeth and bones and con-
tusions.

The cause of the accident is
still unknown. However, cam-
pus police is investigating into

the incident, "there doesn't
seem to be any criminal or frater-
nity activity," said Stengel.
Allegations of fraternity activity
have arose, but nothing has besti
verified due to pending investi-
gation. St. Joseph's was unable
to release information and the
family was unavailable for ques-
tioning.

'A Cult of Art' brings
together mass media

By Matthew Halpern

Music, art, poetry and film all
come together as a combination
of expression when students and
staff break to rules and restric-
tions of expression for one night
at "A Cult of Art." This produc-
tion is being produced in part by
Albert Xavier, WPC Media
Center, and Janette Rodriguez,
WPC student, with the assis-
tance of AX •Films, the Media
Services Department and The
Independent Artists'.

According to Rodriguez, the
idea for this presentation was to
make a presentation that incor-
porated all the arts in an intimate
setting. This type of freestyle
expression makes the event big-
ger than just a poetry reading.

"We wanted to just put some-

thing together a little poetry
reading-type program," said
Rodriguez. "As the idea evolved,
we decided to make it bigger
with all the mass media."

More than a coffeehouse, the
event will include original work
from a variety of media in an̂
environment without restrictions
and freedom of expression.
According to Rodriguez, the
name of the program says it all.

"The name, 'A Cult of Art,'
comes from a combination of all
expression, breaking through all
restrictions dealing with expres-
sion and freedom."

"A Cult of Art" will be pre-
sented in the Sarah Byrd Askew
Library Auditorium on Thurs.,
Apr. 24, 1997 at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free and all are
welcome to attend.

LET US KNOW WHAT YOU
THINK??

b e a c o n 1 @ f r o n t i e r . w i l p a t e r s o n . e d u

WPC WEIXNESS PROGRAM SURVEY

Please take the time to complete the following questions
>_-_ regarding the WPC Wellncss Program. Your responses will be *

used to further improve out progcam and services. Please return your completed form
to either Karen Hilberg, Rec Center orKathyGill, Exercise & Movement Sciences.

Thank you. .

Status: Student Faculty ___Staff Alumni

Age: 18-22 23-30 31-40

Sex: Male Female

_41-50 51-60 over 60

1. WPC Wellness Activities you attended this year. (Check all that apply)
_ College Hall "Hall Crawl" , _ "Step into Wellnes" Campus-Walk

Wellness Fair _ Nice & Easy Fitness Class
_ The Ergonomically Correct Workplace Safety at Home and on the Job

2. How did you learn about this program? (Check all that apply)
Friend Flyer/Poster Instructor Rec Center Other

3. Why do you attend this program?. (Check all that apply) Fun Fitness
Health Relaxation Education Meet people Other

4. What do you enjoy most about the program?.

5. Does the current time schedule of seminars meet your needs? Yes
If not, do you have any suggestions for alternative days and times?

No

6. Would you be interested in a work-place weightless program such as Weight
Watcher's? Cost of the program: approximately $125 for 9 weeks. Yes No
Do you have any alternative suggestions for other weight loss programs?

7. Do you have any suggestions (topics) for future Wellness Seminars?

Sponsored in part by tin Alumni Association Grant

it

Unplanned
Pregnancy?

FREE
Ccnfidential Help

and Pregnancy Test

BIRTHRIGHT
24 Hour Hotline

1-800-550-4900
201-845-4646
19W. Pleasant Ave.

Maywood
(Minutes from Bergen Mall)

•Free Weigfos
•life Cycles
•Rowers
• Saunas

A Witness &
WRacquetball

STUDCftT flTflCSf
mcmncRnup
129

•Aerobic Classes
•Treadmills
• Steppers
•Whirpools

FOR I fflonTH

*murr BE ruu-rimi nno SHOW GYIDMOC or TAKMG
12 OR mORE OREDITf.

( 2 0 1 ) 2 2 7 - 4 0 0 0
FAIRFIELD BUSINESS CENTER • 333 ROUTE 46 W., FAIRFIEID, NJ 07004

2 MILES WEST OF WlLLOWBROOK MALL - FlRST DRIVEWAY WEST OF HOLLYWOOD AVENUE
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Kelly Ticket to Fight
Tuition Increase

To The Editor:
It has become common

knowledge in recent weeks that
the future of affordable tuition at
William Paterson College is in
jeopardy, "the government of the
State of New Jersey has sent a
message to it's public colleges
and universities that it no longer
considers it's students an invest-
ment in our state's future. As a
result, budget Cuts to education
related programs are breaking
new records, and New Jersey's
students are going to suffer sev-
eraly. Tuition at New Jersey
State institutions of higher learn-
ing are expeeted to incur a 8% to
15% leap for next year, and
tuition aid for the financially
challenged will not raise to meet
this increase.

The members of the Kelly
Ticket feel it is time for the
Student Government Association
at William Paterson College to
take an active stance against the
State of New Jersey in protecting
student's rights to an affordable
college education. With that,
each member of the ticket has
pledged, if elected, to make
every effort within their capacity
to influence the State of New
Jersey in funding state colleges

10 tneir optimum operating bud-
get, and to fight any and all
tuition increases at William
Paterson College. For the Kelly
Ticket, students first is not just a
slogan, it's a promise.

For any information please
contact myself, or any member
of the Kelly Ticket.

Adam Beder

President's Apology
is Not Enough

To The Editor:
I, first of all, can agree with

Arnold Speert on some of the
issues raised about the visit of
Rev. Al Sharpton. I agree that
feelings of anger and confusion
was raised from this issue. I
agree, that as president of
William Paterson College, Dr.
Speert didn't do nearly enough to
get this issue resolved. There
was a lot of things that could
have been done about this. I
agree that President Speert is
responsible for the delay, that
could have easily been avoided,
if he wasn't so caught up in get-
ting University Status. I see that
achieving status, means more
than the morale of the student
body as a whole. I also agree that
his lack of interest and compas-
sion, towards this issue, did help
compound the problem. I can
also agree, that he did disrespect

the student body, by allowing a
delay of this magnitude. I agree
that the actions of February 4th
was in fact offensive and disre-
spectful to the African-American
Community on campus, but I
don't agree with his apology. His
apology is worthless if all he can
give the community is more dia-
logue. How long is the dialogue
going to go on ? Also, I'm curi-
ous to know, what does Dr.
Smalls being appointed to his
new position, have to do with
this particular issue? Was that
supposed to make us forget about
the issue at hand? He expressed
this at the Board Of Trustees
Meeting on April 5th, as if that
would give us a reason to accept
the things, that we are being sub-
jected to here on campus. I'm not
trying to question the accom-
plishments of Dr. Smalls, but I
can see from the timing of this
announcement, that Arnold
planned for this to quiet the com-
munity. I personally gave a set of
rules that were broken to the
Dean Of Students Office, as well
as other administrate's on cam-
pus. And we get back an apolo-
gy, for someone not doing their
job. What about the rules
(Student Handbook) that were
broken. This issue from the
beginning wasn't racial, it's a
right and wrong issue. People
allowed the race issue, to smoke-

ELECT YOUR STUDENT
GOVERNMAENT
ASSOCIATION

REPRESENTATIVES fOR
1997-1998!

POLLS ARE OPEN 10 AM UNTIL 8PM
MONDAY, APRIL 11ST
TUESDAY, APRIL *

screen the underlining problem.
There were Students Handbook,
Demonstration Policy, and
Student Government rules bro-
ken, and all the college commu-
nity gets is an apology. I don't
just blame President Speert, I
blame all these committee's
floating around, that just get
involved to say they exist. If you
find a way to dis-credit the
demonstration policy, what about
the other two set of rules that
were given. I blame this institu-
tion for creating/allowing this
"Institutionalized discrimina-
tion", that we say doesn't really
exist. If you can't see what's
going on as an administration,
than you really should re-evalu-
ate your job description. If you
can't see it as a student, then you
just wait until this University
Status sets in. How long is the
stu/lent body going to have to
suffer at the hands, of other's
incompetence, before things are
corrected? You made a commit-
ment to come up with a remedy,
how do you propose to remedy
this wrong you allowed? Coming
up with more dialogue is not the
answer. Being the man/president
you are supposed to be, and
doing the right thing is the only
answer. You blatantly shifted the
buck to others, then when it
came back on you , then you
stepped up and simply apolo-
izea. You said in your

letter:"but I also ask that each* of
• us assess what actions we must
take to bring ourselves, and with
ourselves the whole community,
to higher ground"(Speert's Open
Letter). I ask you Pres. Speert,
Do you feel you brought the
community to higher ground by
not doing your job? This com-
munity will never reach higher
ground, until everyone in the
community (even you), play's a
fair game. We need to get red of
these hidden agendas, and play
by the rules. Don't send the com-
munity these patronizing letter's
of apology, why not just do your
job! I pray that things will get
better, but the whole college
community must want this.

Mark Hawkins

Terence Ripmaster's
Letter is Disturbing

To The Editor:
I greatly admire the many

contributions that Professor
Terence Ripmaster has made to
the William Paterson College

Page 21

Mailbag
community, but ^ r
(April 7) to the Beacon Sf dis-
turbing for a number of reasons.
First of all, he seriously miscon-
strues the nature of petitionary
prayer, which simply reflects the
Christian.belief that God's salvic
grace is avaliable to people of all
races, creeds, and ways of life.
Secondly, his call for a court
imposed ban on the rights of
members of an offically recog-
nized campus club to freely
express themselves in a student
newspaper that recieves no state
funding is contrary to the princi-
ples of the First Amendment.
Court-imposed censorship of
free expression (even if it is reli-
giously oriented) would gravely
undermine the open discourse
upon which institutions of higher
of learning are built.

Terence Finnegan
Assistant History Professor

"There are Real
Tragic Situations on

Campus"
To The Editor:

As a Christian student, I do
not get surprised when some stu-
dents or other community resi-
dents say that prayer on campus
is a tragic situation. There are
real tragic situations on campus,
which are overlooked and even
considered normal. For example;
alcohol, drugs, discrimination
and other immoral activities.
Those are valid reasons for us to
pray, not only on campus, but
also in churches, retreats, or any-
where.

I should get offended when
some people curse at God or
when they question that there is a
creator. I should get offended
when students offer me drugs or
when they ridiculed me because
I do not get involved in immoral
activities. However, I do not get
offended. I feelcompassion,
because they do not know what
they are doing, so is my duty to
pray hard for them.

I like to remind atheists and
anybody who read this letter, that
the Lord Jesus crist did not get
offended at the cross. Instead he
prayed for you and me like this,
"Father, forgive them, for they
do not know what they are
doing."

Ed Lopez
Christian Fellowship

see MAILBOX page 22
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OPINIONS & REVIEW

Elections '97 - Looking for the best
This Monday and Tuesday (April 21

and 22) William Paterson College stu-
dents will have the opportunity to take
part in the democratic process during
The Student Government Association
elections. This year the Beacon is
pleased to see so many candidates run-
ning for SGA executive positions.

Nevertheless, there is a certain
amount of disappointment about the how
the elections are going. The allegations
of election committee's bias and the alle-
gations of interference by college offi-
cials with the operation of the
Committee; The entire "Brother Bruno's
Pizza incident" which lead to The
Messer Ticket violating copyright laws
and slandering The Beacon, have cast a
pall over the entire process.

With a field this diverge and big, the
turnout should be equally so. However,
the college community is not immune to
these ongoings. Whether reported in the
Beacon, on Newsline or in the halls of
Raubinger, these incident risk turning off
many students.

To that, we at the Beacon respond,
DON'T LET IT!!!

We believe it is important for all stu-
dents to vote. The SGA is our collective
voice on campus. It is the only office
that students should have complete con-
trol over. It should be th? heart and soul
of the community, giving directions,
instead of taking them; and truly leading
the student body. We at the Bsacon feel
so strongly about this that we have taken
the time to meet with and research the
various candidates. As a result when the
students come out to vote, they can be

comfortable in knowing that they are
voting for the very best candidates. As
to those people who say that the Beacon
is itself bias, we would offer that if that
was the case, would we be covering the
SGA elections at all?

Like several 6f the Executive posi-
tions there are three candidates running
for President. The Beacon believes that
Jamie Kelly is best qualified for and
would make the best SGA President.
The SGA needs an open president who
will be honest and represent the student
body fully, and not bring any personal
agendas to the
position, the only candidate who truly
can fill this role is Ms. Kelly.

For Executive Vice-President,
Wendy Banks is the woman. The other
candidate, Curtis Fields, just does not
have the attitude necessary to be a
leader. His vision is narrow , take for
example his response to the'following
question, "What's the first thing you
look at in the Beacon?"Fields, "Whether
or not I am getting ripped to shreds!"

Ms. Banks has already demonstrated
her capability as a leader with the revi-
talization of Essence Magazine and her
strong voice on the SGA.

Melba Mullins is the candidate best
suited for vice-president. Ms. Mullins
has exemplified herself during her time
at WPC being involved in a number of
organizations and serving in a variety of
roles. Ms, Mullins can be relied upon
and trusted to do her job. As opposed to
the other candidate, Mona Zughbi who
earlier this year was forced to resign
from her position on the SGA due to

excessive amount of absences. While a
qualified and intelligent individual,
Zughbi does not have the organization
and commitment to see the position
through.

For Treasurer, the Beacon is endors-
ing David Molle. Mr. Molle is the only,
candidate truly concerned about the
SGA's budget which is of course, the
Treasurer's most important
responsibility. The SGA needs an indi-
vidual in that position who will not
allow the organization, as it did this
year, to run out of money.

Finally, the Beacon endorses
Jasmine Lopez for Board of Trustees
representative. This is a key position,
one that requires a lengthy, time con-
suming, two-year commitment. While
her main rival, Ira P. Thor, has the heart,
time and again he has fallen short. We
salute him for his effort and admit that
there is potential. But, this position
needs proven leadership and Ms. Lopez
has shown outstanding leadership over
the year, especially in the organization
of freshman orientation.

So on April 21 and 22, when WPC
students go to the Student Center to
vote, we at the Beacon hope that they
will do so knowing that they are voting
for truly the best candidates. We hope
that they will join with us in picking for.
President, Jamie Kelly, for Executive
Vice-President, Wendy Banks, for Vice
President, Melba Mullins, for Treasurer
David Molle, and for Board of Trustees
Representative, Jasmine Lopez - the next
SGA Executive Board.

University Status: Fancy Packaging
As William Paterson College takes

its giant leap towards university sta-
tus, we as students are sitting idly
while we watch tuition raise, without
questioning what benefits will this
important change come to us.
Essentially, the title itself may have an
outer appeal and attraction, but with-
out improvements to the curriculum
and staff what difference does it.
make? Will we as students reap that
which we financially sow?

No we will not.
Analysts for The Princeton Review

stated that the title of university does
not help or hurt the review and rever-

; ence that a college receives. According

to Steven Gaber from thejob searching
editor staff of Adams Job Almanac,
employers don't think much of the
average Joe state school with universi-
ty status. As a matter of fact, Steven
said that the title will actually do more
damage than good.

The advantage of job seekers with a
state college degree is that having had
smaller classrooms than university stu-
dents, their skills are more finely
developed. Generally employers feel
that strong communication and analyt-
ical skills are important and become
more acute in a smaller classroom set-
ting with specialized liberal arts class-
es than in a university.

When a state school expands and
becomes a university, it loses its bene-
fits and becomes a school among
many others with too many depart-
ments that are underdeveloped and an
overpopulation inside the classroom.

With less individual attention to
each student and less specialization in
each department, we as a student
body are losing the most important
aspect of our college experience, and
what's more is - we're paying for it.
Besides the erection of a few buildings
and a superficial facade, what results
will we see?

Mailbag
Please Do Not Use

The R-Word
To The Editor:

To an outsider looking in I can under-
stand what this whole mess looks like. As a
brother of Alpha Phi Delta and as someone
who knows Alex Malino well enough to
call him one of imy best friends, I know that

nothing malicious or racist was meant by it.
As a fraternity we do not discriminate in
any way, shape, or form. We are all exact
equals. Those of you who are educated in
the field of race relations would refer to
what we have as a racial democracy.

In layman's terms we are so tight as an
organization that no one would ever ftad
offense in this. Our fraternity brothers who
are of a variety of ethnic and racial back-

grounds, including African American,
found the flier humorous and did not find it
in any way offensive. Those of you who
know nothing about our organization, can
never understand the unity that exists
between us.

We can say and do anything to each
other due to our mutual respect we hold for
one another. The invitation that we are dis-

-contfnued on next page-
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VIEWS OF THE NEWS
Disgusted actions at candidates forum

Marc
Williams Two weeks ago WPC had

its second annual meet
thethe canidate forum, it

was an opportunity for students
to learn more about the stu-
dents running for various SGA
positions. It was moderated by
the elections committee co-
chair; John McCortoack. When
I arrived to the forum, I was
disgusted. The problem was

that Mr. McCormack allowed the audience to disre- ..*
spect other peoples tickets. I was somewhat surprised
because John is known to be a fair afrd Jjonggt person." It
got so bad that myself and SGA president A|eg Malino
approached Mr. McCormack about his nonchalant atti-
tude and that he should take control. In my, three years
as an student leader, rean'f lemeaiber a time when peo-
ple where allowed to publicly insult one another.
Unfortunately,, the bashing and insults continue.One
ticket that has been a major target is the Messer, Fields,
Zubghi, Garcia and Tylley ticket.

The Beacon lias even taken shots at this ticket; fast
week they did an editorial entitled; Dirty Campaigning.
The Messer ticket is CLEARLY the most creative Since
I have been at WP-C. I feel that if any ticket commits
any infractions they should be punished, but the elec-
tion committee needs, to get a grip and leave out person-
al feelings. What is the reason? I think it is important
to really look at who is actually going to represent
WPC the best. Rof Garcia, Ira Thor and Jasmine Lopez
are the candidates for the Board of Trustees. All three
have had some leadership experience, however, Ira and

Roy have actually attended a Board meeting. I have
been a Board member for the past two years, I feel that
foiBwing what the position entails is essential. Jasmine
has never evejj attended a Board meeting in the three
years I have been at WPC". Why should one take her
seriously? I don't know about you guys but if I am
about to purchase a new car, (regardless that I have had
my license for nine years) I am going to test drive the
car before I purchase it. I am impressed with Roy and
Ira's commitment to the Board. Roy has attended all but
two Board meetings this year and has developed a rela-
tionship with several Board members, and I feel he
would make the perfect representative to succeed me.
H@ has demonstrated in a very short lime at WPC that
he is trustworthy. Residence Life even thought enough
of him to hire him as an R.A. after just one semester at
WPC. One of the most impressive candidates by far is
Curtis Fields, who is running for Executive Vice-
President. He brings maturity to this election, he is a 25
year old freshman football player, a single father (he
has full custody of his son) an honor student with a
double major in Chinese and Sociology. He is also a
finalist for an R.A. position and has clearly demonstrat-
ed to those who have come in contact with him that he
pretty much has the pulse of the WPC campus. He has
gotten the attention of the administration because he is
constantly addressing student concerns. He even has a
thorough understanding of the SGA constitution, and
neither of his opponents have even read the constitu-
tion. The two positions that seem to be very tight in my
view are the Treasurer position and the President. Alt*of
the candidates seem to have had some experience deal-
ing with a budget. I feel that Matt Tulley is the ideal'
person for the job. He is an honor student, a finalist for

the R.A. position, a member of the track and cross
country teams and extremely visible on campus. He has
demonstrated his concerns for students on numerous
occasions. The most memorable was dealing with the
awful tar stench in the towers in the fall, where he
arranged for the Director of Facilities and Maintenance,
to address the students.

The Presidency is however the most interesting,
because there are two outstanding student leaders in
Bobbi Messer and Scott Ryan. These students have
been involved with the SGA for the past three years.
Bobbi is known to be very assertive and aggressive,
while Scott is known to be a perfectionist and hard
working. The other person running for the Presidency is
Jamie Kelly. When why she was running for the posi-
tion at the forum. "I did not know I was running until
Alex (Malino-current SGA President) told me I was
running." Yes folks she actually said this,. I don't know
about you, but I have always been suspect of anyone
who can't think for themself. WPC needs a leadership

, who can think for themselves. Bobbi and Scott both are
committed and dedicated advocates for the students, so -
you cant go wrong either of them.
i The elections committee needs to take an honest

look at themselves. The elections committee is sup-
posed to be unbiased and they have already demonstrat-
ed that they are not, and that is a big problem. I fed that
someone should oversee the committee at once because .
I am afraid that this election could be similar to the
1995 fiasco where the elections' had to be canceled
because of the-incompetence of the elections commit-
tee. Lets not repeat that, and let the tickets run a
healthy, competitive and fun race.

Mailbag
close friends who understand
what he has gone through this
semester. Those of you who
have feelings of betrayal, disap-

pointment, and anger, it was a
joke, get over it. Don't create
smoke where there is no fire.

I was raised by my parents
from day one to treat everyone
equally. Black, white, gay, (even
before it was hip) etc. This is
reflected by my attitude and my
logic in regards to race relations.
I have had many encounters in
my life with racists. Alex
Malino is the farthest thing from
racist. A racis't by definition is
some one "who believes that
their ethnic stock is superior."
Any one who knows Alex is
aware this is not the case.

I am disappointed that the
President of the school men-
tioned in his letter to the faculty
that Alex was removed due to a
racial incident. If he would have
taken the time to think it through
he would have realized that
while it might have been making
light of a serious issue, it was
not racism.

I know there are a lot of ter-
rible problems racially in our
country today, I would never
deny that. Racial issues have
haunted us as a society as long
as the society has existed. In our
fraternity we have gotten past
this a long time ago, if only it

ajso ,easy for everyone
e'Ise. "Alex's joke was not one of
race but a joke of wit. A picture
of Al Sharpton was a graduation
cap on it is comical through its
wit. It's not looked upon as
holding someone back or poking
fun at someone's race. Its some-
thing that we all went through
together and could easily under-
stand and appreciate.

It is very easy to kick some-
one when their.down. What is
tough to do is get all the infor-
mation and make a logical and
informed decision. I stand by
Alex, I understand that it is not a
racial issue, just a bad joke. So
before you fly off the handle and
denounce someone, think it over
and get all the facts.

For those of you who know
Alex remember him for what he
is. For those of you who don't
know Alex you have truthfully
missed out on a lot. Don't
remember him as a racist, he's
not, remember him for the two
excellent years as S.G.A.
President and all the great things
he did for our college.

JimVargo
Junior

Executive Board

Problems With
Campus Police

To The Editor:

I recently attended a meeting
at the campus police station, for
a discussion with Chief
Ryerson. The subject, as I
understood it, was to be about
the poor treatment of students,
by William Paterson's Worst.
Of course, I was once again
slapped in the face by the sting-
ing hand of reality, here on
"our" campus.

I sat and watched, listening
to what was being discussed
here; as a Mr. Marc Williams,
Mr. Hubert Chase, Mr. Norman
Greene, and myself, seemed to
share like views on the issues.
Here's an excerpt of the super,
secret meeting. I ask that you
imagine yourself walking into a
room; this is what you'd see and
hear.
What are The Issues?

When a campus police offi-
cer stops you, does he have the
right to harass you under the
guise of his intimidation of the
situation? Does he have the right
to say, "You better get your shi-
together!" Does an officer have
the right to tell me and my team-
mates , "Get were you's
belong!" Of course, when I
decided to present these inci-
dents to Chief Ryerson, I got the
same apathetic response that has
caused students to be uninterest-
ed in presenting these issues, in
the first place. "Why hasn't
anyone said anything, besides

you, Matfci1?' This was the com-
ment from the chief who just
knows that he is good, but also
states that "I'm lazy!" Well, ,
why should students complain,
when their complaint will most
likely cause them more hell,
than just simply ignoring it?
Especially, when these students
understand that some form of
retaliation will follow their
report. That is why, chief!
Besides, what the heck were the
rest of us doing there?
Twiddling our thumbs perhaps?
Is that what you think? Or
maybe we were there to be "dan-
gerous," as that term implies at
the discretion of the tormentor,
upon the tormented.
"What's the solution?"

I responded that a committee
must be implemented, that will
review all complaints against
police officers alleged to be
involved with negative activity.
Here's the kicker, this commit-
tee would consist of upstanding,
thorough, recommended stu-
dents. That's right, students, as
well as staff, that are appointed
by we the students, for this spe-
cific purpose. This will help to
bring back confidence in a stu-
dent's right to due process on
this campus, that emphasizes,
"students first." This would
also serve to give students confi-
dence to come forward, without
the fear of retaliation from our

rent-a-cops gone awry! .
I know this is probably

dreamlike to many of my fellow
students. Especially, sinee the
chief prefers to cut off the voice
of a concerned students, {who
was voicing a grievance at the
time,} to ask him for directions
to a road, in this particular stu-
dent's town, that leads to the
governor's house!

I definitely, recognize the
problem; now I've provided the
solution.

"How good are you really
chief?"

Curtis Fields

Reaffirming
Commitment

Dear Students:
Because of an unfortunate,

isolated incident, changes have
recently been initiated in the
Student Government's
Executive Board. As student
leaders it is our goal to represent
all students. As your elected
Student Government leaders we
would like to reaffirm our com-
mitment to our fellow students

*%nd the college. We will contin-
ue to persevere for the good of
the entire student body, while
following the William Paterson
College Motto of "Student
First"!

The Student Government
Association

M
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College president takes stand as current
SGA president is forced to exit early

Not viewing his
graduation party

invitation as a joke,
WPC President

^ Arnold Speert
removed Alex

Malino, SGA presi-
, d&fit, on grounds of

incendiary content

By Matthew Halpern

In a memo from Speert, dated "Apr. 17,
1997, he said that "in view of the controver-
sies of the past two months, the material in
question is incendiary and cannot be present-
ed to contribute to the William Paterson

' Gbllege environment."
The material in question is the invitation to

a graduation party in honor of Malino. The
cover graphic, which inctades a picture of
the Rev. Al Sharpton, was considered "racist,
offensive, and demeaning" in the eyes of
Speert. ^ J
"Following the e.vents surrounding the visit

of the reverend in honor of African Heritage
fyfonffi,. Sjieitt did not feel that this was a
proper way,for Malino to express his feel-
ings. The cover picture shoWSharpton, don-
ing a graduation cap, with a bucket of fried,
chicken sitting on the table in front of him.
Malino has taken responsibility for this mate-
rial. • ••••'.

Since Amoving Malino from his position,

Sylvana Meneses/The Beacon

Alex Malino (left) has recently been removed from the office of SGA president by WPC
president Arnold Speert (right). This action is a result.of what the president viewed as
"racist, offensive and demeaning... graphic material." Jennel Cooper has been
appointed Interim SGA President,

Speert appointed Jennel Cooper as Interim
SGA President. She will continue to serve in
her capacity of Executive Vice President, in
addition to her new appointment, for the
remainder of the semester.

With this vacancy in the top office of the
SGA, Cooper said that this sudden change
leaves sojne unanswered- questions about
what is in store for the remainder of the year.

"This incident makes people think, 'Well,
who will sit at the podium as student repre-
sentative at graduation?'" said Cooper.
"There are still questions as to who will be
the actual representative for the student body
for the rest of the semester."

According to Hubert Chase, an African-
American student who was a part of the
group who wished to see Malino impeached
from office two months ago, this action by
Speert will hopefully put a close to this chap-
ter in WPC history.

"In the actions being taken now, hopefully
we can close this chapter of William Paterson
College and move onto bigger issues," said
Chase. "If the president hadn't taken these
steps, we couldn't progress as a school."

Additional disciplinary action will be
taken by the office of the President. Both
Malino' and Speert were unavailable for fur-
ther comment.
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The time is now for candidates for SGA office
Today and tomorrow, WPC students will choose their next slate of representatives in the
SGA elections. The campaign trail comes to an end as the future of the SGA is decided.

During election time, what
positions are open aren't as
important as who is running for
the position. Many people never
get the chance to find out who
the real people are behind the
campaign faces.

Now is the time to make sure
you know the candidates, as you
get ready to walk into the voting
booth and choose who will hold
the future of the SGA in their
hands.

Each candidate was asked to
respond to four questions, in the
following order:
Question 1: What will be your
major issue and how will you
address it while in office?
Question 2: Do you feel the
SGA truly represents the stu-
dents? How would you make the
SGA better represent the student
body?
Question 3: When you think of
WPC, what is the first image
that comes to mind?
Question 4: What's the first
thing you look at in the Beacon?

In, order by position they are
seeking, the following are all the
candidates for all SGA offices.

SGA PRESIDENT

Question 4: Op/ed - Letters to
the Editor.

Name: Bobi Lee Messer
Hometown: Bergenfield
Year in school: Junior
Major: Communication/
Political Science

Question 1: Accountability.
Through the "town meeting"
and a more open governing pol-
icy we plan to empower the stu-
dents by placing the SGA back
in their hands where it belongs.
Question 2: Not at present. I am
looking into the conversion of
our legislator/Legislative system
of representation to a
senator/caucus system utilized
by most schools. This way there
would be issue orientated repre-
sentatives such as a gender
issues senator etc. to better
address all aspects of students
needs.

Question 3: Opportunity — the
opportunity to improve myself,
my friends, and my community
tfttaugh dedication and out-
reach.

Question 2: No. By requiring
that members who represent a
constituency "actually" learn

"their jobs!
Question 3: People in high
places, taking advantage of the
average student!
Question 4: Whether or not I
am getting ripped to shreds!

Name: Scott Ryan
Hometown: Clifton
Year in school: Senior
Major: Chemistry and Biology

Question 1: My major issue is .
getting the students to voice
themselves and communicate. I
hope to make the SGA more
accessible to the students by cre-
ating "office hours" at lobby
tables throughout the school at
different times and in different'
places, by creating a more regu-
lar newsletter, widely circulated
across the campus, and by
scheduling SGA Legislature
meetings in different locations.
Question 2: We need to be able
to communicate better and visu-
alize better. We need to try to
bring in new members from
other groups, but at the same
time, try to make our current
members think as objectively as
possible. We have been doing a
decent job, but it is an area that
can ALWAYS use improvement.
Question 3: I think of a dia-
mond in the ruff. At WPC, every
student has the opportunity to
become involved in their own
way. One student can truly make
an impact. WPC is as everything
else in life — what you put in is
what you get out. It might just be
a bit easier to put in!
Question 4: Editorials, student
columns, op/ed.

Name": Wendy Banks
Hometown: Lincoln Park
•Year in school: Sophomore
Major: English

Question 1: My major issue is
to try and get clubs and their
members more involved in
SGA, as well as increasing clubs
relationships with each other to
improve club sponsored events
and community awareness. I
plan to work closely with club
presidents to try and make them
feel corrifortable with me, as
well as their duties in office.
Question 2: YES, I think SGA
has done a good job representing
students. I feel that SGA would
represent the students better by
increasing the lines of communi-
cation with the campus popula-
tion. This could be accom-
plished by publishing regular
SGA updates in the Beacon, and
posting mandatory office hours
for all SGA Legislature and
Executive Board Members > to
meet with students.
Question 3: The first image that
comes to mind when I think of
WPC is the obvious segregation
on campus. Yes, some clubs
work together, and yes, some
people feel comfortable around
each other, but we need to open
a better gateway to share a com-
mon bond to make WPG a better
learning/experience.
Question 4: I look at the
Mailbag first.

Other candidates for SGA
Executive Vice President
include: Navondi Vaughn.

SGA VICE PRESIDENT

Name: Melba Mullins
Hometown: Hillside
Year in school: Junior
Major: Sociology/Criminal
Justice

Other candidates for SGA
President include: Jamie Kelly.

SGA EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT

•Name: Curt Fields
Hometown: Paterson
Year in school: Freshman
Major:. Sociology
Question 1: Reconstructing the
SGA to advance it from,what it
presently is to become what it
needs to be for the future benefit
of all students.

Question 1: My major issue
. would be students. I would like
to expand communication with a
majority of the school (com-
muters.) I would make/take the
extra step, to make them feel
more at home (WPC.)
Question 2: Yes, I feel that SGA
does represent students. I feel
that I could better represent
SGA as an officer, by expanding
the communication with stu-
dents that aren't involved with
SGA.

Question 3: I think of change.
The change for the better, made
by hard work and dedication. It

- shows the initiative of students
of this college campus.
Question 4: Classifieds (expand
my opportunities.)

Name: Mona Zugbhi
Hometown: Wayne
Year in school: Junior
Major: Communication

Question 1: Unfortunately,
there is not only one issue that
will be a major one for me if
elected. As a ticket we demand
that student safety and security
be on the agenda. This would
include maintaining emergency
phones so that they are in oper-
ating condition and more funds
will be allocated to install
phones in prime locations on
campus. Also, improvements in
campus lighting must continue
throughout campus and police
patrolling of parking lots must
increase as well as a more time-
ly, effective shuttle bus service
must be devised.
Question 2: Sure I feel the SGA
represents students. I also feel
that students aren't being repre-
sented on a wide enough scale.
We feel the solution is to imple-
ment an SGA Open Forum and
SGA for the People meetings.
The sole purpose of these meet-
ings is to open the floor to ALL
students so that they can express
a thought, complain, or simply
ask a question. By having a
more visible student body that is
more involved and more expres-
sive as well as an informed stu-
dent body will definitely benefit
the SGA and better represent the
students.

Question 3: When I think of
WPC I think of all that the col-
lege has offered me. This is an
amazing school because of all
that it has to offer its students.
All of the programs, clubs,
activities, etc. are a definite plus
that allow virtually any student
to become a productive,
involved student.
Question 4: The first thing I
look at is the front page stories,
then the horoscopes, editorial,
the rest.

SGA TREASURER

Name: Matthew Tully
Hometown: Bergenfield
Year in school: Sophomore
Major: English - Literature

Question 1: While in office, my
major goal will be to strengthen
the lines of student/administra-
tion/SGA communication. In
order to accomplish this goal,

see SGA page 4
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implementation of a monthly
"town meeting" along with per-
sonal contact with all students
via (publicized) SGA Web page
will be useful tools.

Matthew Hilly
Question 2: Yes. Representing
an extremely diverse communi-
ty, SGA should not be a monoto-
nous and biased portrayal of a
student body which has an enor-.
mous variation of vital needs.
Therefore, SGA needs more new
faces from different places.
Question 3: When I think of
WPG, I think of a city.
Constantly growing, a city is a
place where you can find or
loose your identity.
Question 4:,I look at the opinion
column.

Other candidates for SGA
Treasurer include: David Molle
and Robert Uriarte.

SGA BOARD OF TRUSTEES
REPRESENTATIVE

David Molle
school pride in order to get more
students involved with our quest
for improvement.
Question 2:1 will work with the
SGA and the WPC student body
to push our student issues
through the administration of
Board of Trustees.
Question 3: I see'potential. We
just need to stop the campus apa-
thy and start performing-
Question 4: Each day bring a
different intejrest.

Ira Thor

SENIOR CLASS
PRESIDENT

Name: Brenda Sanabria
Hometown: Paterson
Year in school: Senior
Major: English/Writing

Question!: Unfortunately, there
are many deactivated clubs, due
to lack of student involvement,
such as People for Peace and
Student Environmental Action
Coalition. I want more students
to be involved in clubs that deal
with major issues which have
impact beyond the WPC campus.
Question 2: Majority of students
are not aware of aid that the SGA
can provide for them, and do not
take advantage fully of it. I
would like the SGA to encourage
students to participate more on
campus, through activities and

forums.
Question 3: Like any other insti-
tution, there is room for
improvement at WPC, but with
enough student voice I find WPC
willing and open enough to place
emphasis on student concerns.
Question 4: The cover stories.

Other candidates far Senior
Class President include: Thema
Hodge.

SENIOR CLASS VICE
PRESIDENT

Name: Rasheedah Quarles
Hometown: Hillside
Year in school: Junior
Major: Accounting

Question 1: Senior Dinner
Dance. I believe that we should
be able to enjoy our senior din-
ner dance as an occasion that
will bring the entire class togeth-
er. Hopefully if I'm elected Vice
President me and my president
can achieve this.
Question 2: I believe that SGA
represents the student body to an
extent. I believe that there should
be more input from the student
body.
Question 3: When I think of
WPC, I think of hills and trees. A
very pretty campus.
Question 4: Opinions and

Reviews.

Candidates for Senior Class
Secretary: Frank Policastro.

JUNIOR CLASS PR EgT.
DENT

Name: SikiratAUi
Hometown: Hillside
Year in school: Sophomore
Major: Elementary Education/
Sociology

Question 1: Junior class presi-
dent is heavily involved in
Adopt-a-spot. I believe I can
make it a bigger success than it
was this year.
Question 2: Being sophomore
class president this year, I do feel
that I represented my con-
stituents. SGA can better repre-
sent the student body having a
suggestion box where students
can voice their concerns."
Question 3: I thing of changes
that's going on and how the
University will be a great thing
in the near future.
Question 4: Front page.

Candidates for Junior Class Vice
President: Serife Turhan.

Candidates for Sophomore Class
President: Edwin Rosario.

see SGA page 5

Name: Jasmine Lopez
Hometown: Lodi
Year in school: Junior
Major: Nursing

Name: Roy Garcia
Hometown: Anchorage, Alaska
Year in school: Sophomore
Major: International Business

Question 1: Campus apathy ~
we the students, need to be able
to trust in our administration and
that they are truly there to help
us and work with us. We need

I
I

Question 1: My major issue will
be being an advocate for students I
and being able to.have an experi-
enced voice on the Board of!
Trustees. _
Question 2: The SGA does rep- |
resent the students and being that •
I have been on the SGA for three I
years I feel that that would make |
me even a better candidate for I
that position. I
Question 3: A college that is the •
process of becoming a universi-1
ty, with a big potential of bein
known as a '
one day.
Question 4:
Review.
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SOPHOMORE CLASS VICE
PRESIDENT

Name: John Fuqua
Hometown: Bridgeton
Year in school: Freshman
Major: English Literature

Question 1: My major issue will
be some type of campus unity.
While in office I'll attempt to
establish unity by constructing
different activities.
Question 2: No, the way we can
change this is by advertising the
things that are going on in SGA.
We need to have a weekly lobby
table in the Student Center to
inform students on what's going
on.
Question 3 : No unity. Students
at WPC tend to be unconcerned
about what's going on unless it
directly deals with them. This is
a serious problem that we need
to change as leaders.
Question 4: No answer given.

Name: Tuwisha Rogers
Hometown: Hillside
Year in school: Freshman
Major: Communication

Question 1: Being part of
changing our college community
into a university community. We
are taken a big step, and we must
prepare for the change as a com-
munity. To bring notice to the
administrators that we make up
the university so we must be rep-
resented well.
Question 2: No, after the sever-
al issues on campus this year, I
kind of-lost a little hope in our
Student Government, but I feel
that, it can use improvement and
fresh new ideas. This is what I
can bring to the table.
Question 3: Diversity. This col-
lege has a lot of races, religion,
and people being represented at
this school. If we could all learn
for each other, new image will
be progress.
Question 4: The front, page for
articles.

Other candidates for Sophomore
Class Vice President include:
Jamie Durham.

Candidates for Sophomore Class
Secretary: Yesenid Castillo,
Gina DePasquale. .

SOPHOMORE CLASS

THE BEACON

TREASURER

Name: Michael Brown
Hometown: Newark
Year in school: Freshman
Major: Graphic Design

Question 1: My major issue will
be to make sure that all students
are represented, heard, and sup-
ported here at William Paterson
College.
Question 2: I feel that the SGA
has a general idea of represent-
ing students, but there are many
flaws and issues to be dealt with.
I will try to address these issues

• in order to maintain healthy stu-
dent government.
Question 3: The first image that
comes to mind with I think of
WPC is "the world of tomor-
row." College is the real world
on a smaller scale. We have to
play the role of a positive world
in order to achieve this vision
when we leave here.
Question 4: No answer given.

CLUB "B" REPRESENTA-
TIVE

Name: Mira Jones
Hometown: Englewood
Year in school: Sophomore

Major: Biology

Question 1: My major issue will-
be the voice of the students,
whatever issue is bothering the
students. I will address it by try-
ing my best to get ride of it.
Question 2: No, I do not feel
that the SGA represents the stu-
dents. I would make the SGA
represent the student body better
by going to the students and
finding out what are there con-
cerns and addressing them in the
meetings.
Question 3: No answer given.
Question 4: I don't look at the
Beacon because I don't feel that
it fairly represents all ethnic
backgrounds.

m «•* W • * . % ^ VS «_/

WPC RECREATIONAL SERVICES
PRESENTS

SUNDAY, MAY 4,1997
4:00-8:30PM

@ the REC CENTER

Fee: WPC Students $20.00*
F/S/A and local community $30.00*

(*you must provide current certificate, text & pocket mask)

This session will review adult CPR, infant and child CPR, and two-person CPR.
Participants must hold current certification.

American Red Cross certification will be issued upon successful
completion of the course.

For more information and registration contact
Karen Hilberg ai 595-2779

Name: Alicia Simmons
Hometown: Newark
Year in school: Senior
Major: Theatre/English
Composition

Question 1: My major issue will
be weekend programming, and
lack of student involvement.
Question 2: Yes I feel the SGA
does represent the student body,
but I feel that it needs to learn

K 5

how to work with the stuits
better.
Question 3: When I thiiof
WPC, the first image that ces
to mind is a body of peopltho
are striving to reach a gcin
life.
Question 4: The cover ge
story.

Name: Richard Turner
Hometown: Montclair
Year in school: Freshmar
Major: African Studies

Question 1: To bridge tter
understanding from my are,
"African American," to tbtu-
dent body. "Tuition fees, iss."
Question 2: Yes. From a cure
aspect. By reinforcing capts
with an in-depth dialogue jet-
ter understand each other.
Question 3: I think WP<ave
the potential of becong a
greater institution.
Question 4: The main iss.

Other candidates for Ch"B"
Representatives include: avid
Dupiche, Yolanda Frisbe, sica
Gonzalez, Tawana Jame^aila
Jones, Sheree Lowery.

Interested in working at the
Beacon over the summer?

We are looking
for:
news writers
columnists
•entertainment
writers
•photographers

As well as;
•ad sales peop
•proofreaders
•graphic desigi
ers
•clerical peopii
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THROUGHOUT BERGEN COUNTY.

*Fairlawn: Telemarketing
*Hackensaek/Paramus:

Customer Service
*Montvale/Mahwah: Data Entry
*Englewood/Teaneck: Clerical

$
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AND WORK TOMARROW!
TODAYS TEMPORARY SERVICE

1 KALIS A WAY

PARAMU5, Nd
1-261-2717
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Beck " T h e Las+ Real-Folk Singer

Alison Dyer/DGC Deborah Gllmore/Slo Jam Central

By Tim Bornemann
Insider Editor

Beck Hansen. The name conjures up images of
; near-perfect story telling. This is perhaps the main
reason Beck is as popular and respected as he is.
The uncanny ability to create images in song.
Beck's music is full of images and stories that wrap
themselves around the listener, transporting them
to another state of mind. Beck is a folk singer, per-
haps the last real folk singer around. His ability to
incorporate many different elements into his songs
has led to Beck being described as a genre crossing
artist. While in some cases this may seem true, in
actuality Beck is simply a folk musician who is not
afraid to utilize any and every option available.

Beck's first musical tinkerings began when he fell
into the anti-folk scene of New York City's East
Village during the late 1980's. It was there that Beck
first took to writing songs in order to play open mic
nights with friends. In a scene dominated by the
likes of Roger Manning and Paleface, the quiet guy
on the fringe didn't seem likely to be destined for
great things. However, it was here that Beck wrote
some of his first songs like "Pay No Mind" and
"Cut 1/2 Blues."

Things started to pick up for Beck when he
moved back to L.A. Sad to find no folk scene, he
took to playing coffeehouse shows and opening for
friends' bands. He recorded demo tapes on his
four-track (one of which became the Sonic Enemy
cassette, Golden Feelings) and played as often as pos-
sible. He developed a reputation for energetic live
shows filled with stunts to interact with the audi-
ence.

The first record label to take a chance on Beck was
Flipside Records. In early 1993 they released the

Beck/Bean split 7." Two Beck Songs were included:
"MTV Makes Me Want To Smoke Crack" and "To
See That Woman of Mine." The Flipside 'zine was
also the first to run a Beck interview which was
published shortly before the release of the split 7".

Shortly after this, Bong Load Records finally
saved enough money to release a 12" single that
contained two songs recorded several years earlier
with Tom Rothrock and Rob Schnapf. The resulting
single "Loser" backed with "Steal My Body Home"
was the release that propelled Beck from obscurity
to national recognition.

It was at this time that major labels started court-
ing Beck. In the end, Beck signed with DGC. The
main reason DGC was chosen was because of a stip-
ulation in Beck's contract that allowed him to
release material on other labels. At the time, this
was extremely unorthodox, but the clout of "Loser"
allowed Beck such luxuries.

During this chaos, two more Beck releases made
their way out to the public. The A Western Harvest
Field By Moonlight 10" was put out on Fingerpaint
Records and Bong Load contributed with the "Steve
Threw Up" 7". Finally Beck's major label debut,
Mellow Gold, was unveiled. The public went crazy.
Suddenly "Loser" was everywhere. Between MTV
and commercial radio, the song got played to death.
Mellow Gold went platinum, but Beck became a bit

' unsettled by the popularity of a joke song he wrote
late one night at a friend's house. The main reason
being that several critics took the song too serious-
ly-

During this time two full lengths on independent
labels were released. Not only did they help take
some of the focus off of Beck's big hit, but they also
showcased his incredible diversity as a song writer.
Flipside came back into Beck's life by releasing

Deborah Gllmore/Slo Jam Central

Stereopqthetic Soulmanure, a collection of early unre-
leased Beck recordings. The other album was the
full-fledged, acoustic folk album on K Records, One
Foot in the Grave. This release is by far Beck's
strongest, most spiritual and thought provoking
album to date.

Time went by. The "Loser" craze died down.
Beck started working on his major label follow-up.
Originally he started recording with Rothrock and
Schnapf again. These sessions produced a massive
quantity of songs. Only one however
("Ramshackle") was to be used on the new album.
Before he was drafted into duty for 1995's
Lollapalooza, Beck started collaborating with the
Dust Brothers, famous for their work with the likes
of Tone Loc and The Beastie Boys. When Beck
returned from touring, the finishing touches were
put on the majority of the work that would com-
prise Odelay,

It was this album that launched Beckback into the
spotlight full force. No longer perceived as a nov-
elty act, Beck finally began to receive some of the
credit he had deserved all along. Upon OAelay's
release, Rolling Stone reviewed the album and gave
it four stars. Spin rated it" a perfect ten. With the
singles "Where It's At," "Devil's Haircut," and "The
New Pollution" leading the way, Beck was ready to
prove wrong all the critics who had unjustly bashed
him in years past.

Since the album's release, awards have come
pouring in for both Beck and Odelay. Album of the
Year from Spin. Artist of the Year from Spin. Artist
of the Year, Rolling Stone Critics Poll. Best
International Male Solo Artist, New Musical
Express. Best Album of the Year from the Village
Voice. However the big finale came when Beck

see B-E-K page 9
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years they spent with Dom, the drummer (hence
thetitle).

As far as I'm concerned, the whole pop punk
scene has gotten a bit tiring. There are way too
many bands waving the banner of the genre and
not too many bands doing anything extremely dif-
ferent. Don't get me wrong, there are a lot of
groups doing some great stuff, but they seem to be
few and far between. As far as The Dom Years go,
it's nothing the listener hasn't heard before from
bands like Pennywise, The Offspring, and bands
of the sort.

The typical cover song is thrown in; this one is a
redone job of The Beatles' "Help." Other than that,
there is nothing memorable about this album. It's
safe to say that fans of 88 Fingers that don't own a
turn table will rush right out to their favorite indie
record store and" gleefully pick up- this collection,
but it doesn't seem possible that the average Joe
will seeanything special about it

: ' • (EE)

Helmet '
Aftertaste -

(Interscope)

It's been a couple of years since Ae release of
Helmet's last album Betty. In that time, the boys
from New York City managed tb contribute materi-

al to various sound-
tracks as well as con-
ceivifflg their latest
effort Aftertaste. This
new album brings the
band away from the
experimental sounds of
Betty and back to a

rougher sound, a sound that put Helmet on the
map with Meantime.

Tracks like "Exactly What You Wanted," which,.is
slowly gaining radio airplay, further displays the
anger that vocalist Page Hamilton tries to get across
to the listener but with melodies that create a mood
that can range anywhere from happy to sad. When
he sings "I let you down again, what's another
harmless lie between friends," it's obvious that any-
one can relate to the words.

The precision stop-and-go sound of Helmet is
second to none. Aftertaste shows the band growing
musically without selling themselves short for the
almighty dollar. Hamilton's guitar work is even
better that anything else he's ever released. The
beats are all there courtesy of John Stanier on drums
and Henry Bogdan on the bass and with the addi-
tion of Chris Traynor (formerly of Orange 9mm),
the band are set to hit the road to do what they do
best. It would be a shame for the radio listening
public to dismiss this album because it is definitely
a pleasant return for the band.

(EE)

88 Fingers Louie
The Dom Years

• (Fat Wreck Chords)

The Dom Years is. a collection of seven inches
released by 88 Fingers Louie, possibly in attempt to
gain money, possibly in attempt to get the music
out to those familiar with Fat Mike's label and not
the band itself, This album commemorates the

of your life. It's the third act, and you know,
thing builds up to the third act. I've been w
for this for years."

Beyond Life with Timothy Leary is a tribute albi
celebrating the life and after-life of the LSD gu

His infatuation with death and the after-life is CM
played on this album. The album is a collectioni
Leary's works spoken over soft, dance tr
music. The album also contains a tribute perforu t

by the recently deceased Allen Ginsberg, a us
track by Al Jourgensen of Ministry, and a new v<°
sion of the Moody Blues' classic "Legend at
Mind". *

The best tracks on the album come from „,
himself- when he contemplates his death. The ,
examples of this are "Afterlife," "Beyond Life,"',
"Goodbye, Goodbye." However the album can <
be fully appreciated by listening to it in its ent
The songs lead into one another and the lis
misses much by skipping from track to track.

The only weakness this album has is the act*
music playedbehind the readings. At times it inte
feres with what is being said. On certain tracks f
trance music is so prominent the words becoi
drowned out. ;

Beyond Life with Timothy Leary does not do Lea««
proper justice. But if only to catch a glimpse of wr '
the man was really like, this album is worth a lis

Stra>totanlcer
Gambit

(Homestead) ^

-Stratotanker had itiif. An Elvis-impersonating
vocalist, guitars thaf didn't need distortion peda^i
because the sound was robust enough, and a herky-
jerky bass line that gave a indie-influenced blues a
bad name. It was pure, unadulterated, NYC-based
bad-ass underground rock & roll. And it all came
together on the band's first full-length Baby, Test The
Sky and various seven inches that followed. But
that was before the sophomore jinx reared it's ugly
head and settled in on Stratotanker's Gambit..

First off, unlike any previous releases, Gambit is
100% lo-fidelity, often times beyond the recognition
of instruments depicted or a lyrical interpretation.
And for the Stratotanker fan, the muffling and
manipulation Of the band's often rich, bold and
unmolested sound, is a complete turnoff. Secondly,
many songs are lounge versions of lengthy instru-
mentals that run tiresome and boring like "Don't
You Go A-Changin'" or "Meet Me On Saturday"
where Dick Dahl's lyrics are so nonchalant and
pointless throughout the jangley and kiltered five
minutes.

"Dirty Fingers" is a fifty-second acapella with the
only charm coming from the background where the
crowd laughs honestly. And "Hey Baby" is the
most recognizable of the band's previous works
where the music is twitchy, and often lyrically irrel-
evant, with Dahl's harkened, Elvis-like, vocals. But
in all, the genre of lo-fidelity and Stratotanker do
not and should not coincide.

(JG)

Beyond Life with Timothy Leary
(Mercury/Mouth Almighty)

On the back of the album Timothy Leary writes
"How you die is the most important thing you ever
do. It's the exit, the final scene of the glorious epic

Various Artists
(don't forget to) breathe

(Crank! Records)

(don't forget to) breathe has something for every-
one. It contains an eclectic mix of somber ballads1

and high-energy fast paced songs, and features six-
teen bands.

The album starts off slowly as Fireside and Silve>
Scooter play bland songs that aren't too unique, but
things pick up on the third track when The Promise'
Ring performs "Pink Chimneys", which proves to
be one of the best songs on the album.

A few other tracks worth mentioning are "Map
Maker" by Prozac Memory, "Sight Unseen7' by
Boys Life, and "Nap" by Uncrush. And, of course,
Drive Like Jehu's "Bullet Train to Vegas" can hold
it's own with any of the tracks on this compilation.

Unfortunately, (don't forget to) breathe does have
its share of forgettable tracks. "The Whisper Twins"
by Vitreous Humor, "Calba's Last" by Ethel
Meserve, "No Promises" by Seven Storey
Mountain, and "Elektra" by Hot Water Music are
all tracks worth skipping.

This compilation has its fair share of hits and
misses, but contains just enough hits to make this
album memorable. The tracks performed by Drive
Like Jehu and The Promise Ring alone make this
album worth listening to, and with fourteen other
bands on the album, you can't go wrong.

(DR)
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From anti-folk to Odelay

from BECK page 7

picked up two Grammys —
Best Alternative Performance
and Best Male Rock Vocal,
beating out the likes of
Smashing Pumpkins and
Bruce Springsteen, respec-
tively. The label of the "future
of rock" seems more fitting
now than ever and it becomes
more clear everyday why.

The following interview
with Beck took place before
his April 2 show in Montreal,
Canada. Beck was gracious

Deborah Gilmore/Slo Jam Central

enough to spend some time
talking to the Insider, despite
the fact that he was unaware
any interview was to take
place until moments before.
This harried question and
answer session took place in
Beck's tour bus under the
watchful eye of his tour mai>
ager Ben Cooley, who was the
individual primarily respon-
sible for this interview being
able to happen. Despite the
time restrictions, Beck gave
long, thoughtful and honest

answers., He was a pleasure,
to talk to and did not show
the slightest hint of being ego-
tistical or above anyone else.
He truly is a rock star only by
classification, not by attitude.
His genius obviously encom-
passes not only his music, but
his entire personality.

I wanted to start off with a
question I've always been
amazed no one has asked
you. Where did the "c" in
your name come from? You
were born B-e-k, right?
B-e-k. Well, when I first start-
ed schooLwhen I was four or
five, the administrators and
the teachers, and the certi-
fiers. The paper registrating
people of the world gave it to
me. I don't think they could
deal with B-e-k. It would
always become B-e-c-k, and I
guess I got tired of saying
"No, B-e-k" So I just went
with it.- Somehow I think it
gave a little more weight. I
thought maybe as a kid, I was
a small kid, with a name that
small I was going to float
away anyway.
Whenever you talk of your
time spent in New York's

anti-folk scene, you never
seem to mention Paleface,
but whenever Paleface talks,
he always mentions you. >
Oh, really? I can't imagine it

being anything good.
(Laughs)
Did you room with him for a
while?
Yeah, we hung together for a
long time. That's funny,
because I usually mention
him. But I guess people don't
know him, they usually know
Roger Manning or Cindy Lee
Barryhill so they include
those names, because inter-
viewers tend to leave out
names. But, yeah, I men-
tioned him. He was a good
friend for a while. And then
there was some kind of falling
out. I think I was staying at
his house and he got sick of
me, .so he kicked me out. I
had this year in New York
where I would just stay with
people 'cause I was 18 and
fairly clueless. Couldn't find
a place to live and couldn't
hook up a job to save my life.
So, he was a sport. He was a
really good guy. He let me
crash on his sofa a lot. But I
think after a few months it got

M
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a little tiring for him. And I
called him once and he just
hung up on me. That was
maybe five or six years ago.
So I just kind of gave up. But
I thought he was really talent-
ed, he was one of the best.
The thing I remember was Ex
Ox Ho Folk and that was a
tape he made on a four track. .
In that scene, he was one of
the fixtures definitely. But he
was kind of a moody guy, I
couldn't tell if he wanted me
to hang out, or get out of his
face.
Just skipping ahead, are you
sick of Odelay yet?
Well, I'm definitely ready to
move on to some other stuff.
It's been a year and a half
since I finished the album.
I've been playing this one for
a long time. If s like a pair of
shoes that you've outgrown,
you need another size, you
know? They're kind of get-
ting a little run down.
Why were there no domestic
singles released? Any sin-
gles were primarily done in
the U.K.
The U.K. is really a singles
oriented country. They want
singles coming out every
week. The single comes out
and everyone buys it, then it's
gone. Here in America, you
can have a song, a single
that's maybe on the charts for
two months. But in England,
it could be number one, but it
will be gone in two weeks. So
I guess people don't really get
into singles as much here.
You've been getting an awful
lot of media exposure since
the release of Odelay. But
there seems to be a change in
attitude. In 1994 you're
smashing telephones on 120
Minutes, but in 1996 you're
singing on top of buses out-
side of the Video Music
Awards. Why the change of
heart?

Well, I think people ask me
now. Before nobody ever
asked me to do this gig or that
gig. I'm pretty careful, man. I
turn down 90 percent of the
shit that comes my way.
Believe me. But, you know,
it's hard. I want to get my
music out there. I want -peo-
ple to know about the show.
It's amazing to me how little
people know about our show.
That's the main thing. The
album's sort of the thing peo-
ple first stumble on, but the
show really brings it all
together. Any kind of thing in
the media, I'm only there so
people will come to the show.

see HAIR page 15

see MICROSCOPE page 11
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Phosphorus Presents:

FOUftTH ANNUAL

EROTIC POETRYI
READING

"ECLECTIC EROTICISM"

Renee Ashley
Dorothy Randall Gray

Yohana Mas
Jesus Papaleto Melendez

PriscNla Orr

Wednesday,
April 23, 1997

3:30 -5:30 pm

Student Center 314-325

Weathered by the STORM,
Beaten by the RAIN,

Am THAI WAS JU5T 1H£ OffllOK flOHMfrcc

MESSER
forSGA President

HELPS
forSGA Executive KE

2USHBI
forSGA V.R

TULLY
forSGA Treasurer

GARCIA
for Board of Trustees

from UNDER page 8

Built to Spill
Perfect From Now On

(Warner Bros.)

The major label debut
(seems like this is becoming a
re-occurring theme) from pop
masters Built to Spill.
Frontman Doug Martsch is
the only constant in the band.

the rhythm section is differ-
ent each release. While this
allows for more diversity, it
makes it so you never know
what Built to spill will sound
like next. This time around
Martsch has drafted Brett
Nelson on bass and former
Spinanes drummer Scout
Plouf. The result is a slow,
mellow pop release that is
soothing to listen to.

THE BEACON

Squirrel Nut Zippers' Hot

Martsch's trademark high
pitched vocal delivery carries
the listener through eight
extremely long songs. Slow,
but epic in construction.
Long experimental sounding
solos and noise are found in
virtually every track. The
best examples coming in the
form of the songs "I Would
Hurt a Fly" and the eight
minute plus "Velvet Waltz."

The highlights of this

PAGE 1 1
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Open Auditions!
for theWPC HunzlkerBlackBoxsuimer 1997 Comedy Series!

Shows•

Beyond Therapy-June 17-21
by. Christopher Durang

directed by Philip Cioffari

All In The Timing-July 29-Aug, 2
Six One-Act Comedies by David Ives

directed by Edward Matthews

Mon. Apr i l 28,1997- 7:00-10:00pm

Wed. Apr i l 30,1997 - 4:00-7;00pm
Please Prepare a 2-3 Minute
Monologue of Your Choice

. Sign-up will begin 1/2 hour before
each scheduled audition time

C
T
olle9eCreditAvailableforWPCStudents!

jnforfnQti Call: (201) 595-2297/2994

Meet the Political Science
Department Day

Undeclared, interested in major,
minor, double major

All are invited!
Thursday, April 24th Meet: Outstanding,

12:30 - 2 (Common Hour) Caring Faculty
SC 324-325 Wanted: Caring Students

Lunch ~ Soda ~ Matzoh too!

Honors Programs
Exchange Programs

Tutorial for LSAT(free)
Pre-Law

Internships ~ Washington DC too!
Model U.N.

Student Research Presentations
Conferences

RSVP 595-2183

Learn and Love it!

album are the few that put
forth a little energy. "Out of
site" slightly breaks out of the
mold as it's a little faster and
a little more like some of Built
to Spill's recent seven inches.

This album is a little to
melodic and the songs are
way to long to keep the listen-
er engaged. Fans of Built to
Spill's first album Ultimate

• Alternative Wavers will enjoy
this album much more than
those fans who have only
come aboard recently.

(TB)

Squirrel Nut Zippers
Hot

Mammoth •

Hot, the latest release by the
Band Squirrel Nut Zippers,
seems to be a very accurate
description of these mam-
moth recording artists. This
extremely diverse group con-
sisting of about 6 members
combine the sounds of 20's

ragtime with 50's jazz and
sprinkle on a bit of a modern
touch to keep it sounding
interesting.

Songs like "It ain't you"
and "Put a lid on it" feature
Katherine Whalen, the band's
female vocalist. The horn sec-
tion plays in full swing as
Whalen wails away with her
20's style singing voice. Alto
and Baritone sax, tenor banjo,
Baritone Ukulele, and a string
bass are a few of the many
instuments the Zippers com-
bine to form their extremely'
original sound.-

Hot contains twelve songs
in all. Every one of the twelve
is unique and withhold
uncountable jazzy melodies.
"Hell" the first single off the
album, has spawned a soon to
be overplayed video on
M.T.V. The video captures the
Squirrel Nut Zippers in full,
swing, and is not one to miss.
Listen to the album, watch the
video, see their show, it's
what your supposed to do.

This week's reveiwers: At Giamarino, Ed
Erlenmeyer, Dave Roe ,Joe Giglio and Tim

Bornemann

MONDAY MORNING
INTERVIEW?
Rid Your Body Of

Those Weekend Toxins
In Just 1 Hour!!!

uick
Tabs

TM

By: Herbal Clean
• Satisfaction Or DOUBLE Your Money Back

• No Preparation Needed
• Vitamin B2 & Creatine In Formula

Call Now!
1-888-480-3322-

Visa, MasterCard, AmEx

www.naturalconcepts.com Regular Price: S24.

'• Student
Discount

$14.95
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PRIN6FEST '97

William Paterson College
MONDAY/ APRIL 21
FOOD FEST
6:00 p.m.. Ballroom

Sponsored by SAPB at the WPC Clubs

Sample foods from around the world . . . then sit back
SC be ready to laugh at o u r . . .

COMEDY SHOW
6:30 pm, Ballroom
Sponsored by SAPB.

TUESDAY/ APRIL 22
CLUB FAIR
Noon - 12:30 pm, Lawn
Rainsite: Ballroom

Sponsored by Campus Activities

POP A SHOT BASKETBALL *
AIRBRUSH ARTIST
Sponsored by SAPB

AEROBICS SUPER CLASS
5:00 pm, Rec Center

WEDNESDAY* APRIL 21
MUSIC FEST
1 1:00 am - 3 :00 pm, Lawn

Rainsite: Ballroom

Sponsored by Greek Senate

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21
PICNIC ON THE LAWN
Sponsored by SGA

DUNK A COP ( * 4 / 2 4 )
Sponsored by Campus Police

Springfest T-shirts on sale for $5 in
the SAPB booth. Buy them, early!!!

THURSDAY/ APRIL 2 4
CARNIVAL
11:00 am - 3 :00 pm, Lawn
Rainsite: Ballroom

Carnival Booths & Prizes, Giant Slide, Rock WAU,

Snacks, Photo Buttons, D], Airbrush artist - Free with a
'97 Springfest shirt!
Sponsored by SAPB

BENCH PRESS FINALS
12:30 pm, Lawn
Rainsite: Rec Center }

Sponsored by Rec Center

SPRING DINNER DANCE
7:00 pm - 1:00 am, Florentine Gardens, River
Vale, NJ

Bus provided - Departs Lot 5 at 6:30 pm. $20 - WPC
stds, $30 other. ID required Tickets on sale at SC Info
Desk/ 332

DUNK A COP
Sponsored by Campus Police

FRIDAY APRIL 25
PAJAMA PARTY
9:30 pm - 1:30 am, Ballroom
WPC Only, $2
Sponsored by Caribsa

WPC WEEKENDS!
1 1 pm, Billy Pat's
featuring Travelin' Max Good Time Sing-A-Long
WPC only, 18 to party, 21 to drink

SATURDAY/ APRIL 26
GREAT ADVENTURE TRIP
Bus Departs Lot 5 at 1 1 : 0 0 a m
Bus Departs GA at 9:30 pm
Tickets on sale in SC315

Sponsored by SAPB

SUNDAY/ APRIL 2 7
SPLATTER!
PAINTBALL TRIP
Depart Lot 2 at 8;0O am
Return at 6:00pm

$ 15 Tickets and details at SC info desk. Intro paint kit
bus sc field pass included.

MONDAY/ APRIL 28
HAITIAN AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION PRESENTS
3:00 pm - 7 :00 pm, SC BR _ ^
$2 WPC students; $4 others Drum SC Dance Troupei
D], Haitian cuisine

TOM DELUCA
HYPNOTIST SHOW
8:00 pm, Shea Auditorium
Sponsored by SAPB
$2 WPC students, $3 non-students
Don't miss out on this annual blow-out event

TUESDAY/ APRIL 29
COMMON HOUR FEST
Noon- 3 :00 pm, Lawn
Sponsored by SAPB
Stay tuned for details!

FILM:
'JERRY MA6UIRE"

8:00 pm, Ballroom
Sponsored by SAPB ' v

No alcohol is permitted at any events
(non-Billy Pat's)

APRIL 21-29/ 1997

THE BEACON
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Shirt Airbrushed if you missed it Tuesday; Eat
some munchies; or just hang to the tunes of the
DJ. It's RockinH

Come and taste a variety of great dishes from
around the world prpepared by WPC dubs. From
chicken, beef patties, rice fit beans to Pineapple
up-side-down cake.

Only the strongest will survive!
Sponsored by the Rec Cneter, co-sponosred by
SAPB. Call x2777 for info.

Stick around and listen to the funny and witty
Leighanne Lord and unique SC qurky Kevin
Downey ]r.
It's a night you won't want to miss! Departs Lot 5 11 am

Ride the rides, eat the popcorn, meet new people,
see the newest attractions for '97. Get your tick-
ets before they sell out!

Noon-2pm SC Lawn (Raninsite-Ballroom)

While you're checking out the WPC clubs, stop
by the SAPB table for Springfest goodies . . . or
tyr your hand at our Pop-a-Shot Basketball... or
buy your Springfest T-Shirt and have it airburshed.
Try to keep up with the action.

1 lam-3pm SC Lawn [Rainsite-Ballroom)

This day will rock your body! Win a prize at one
-..of our Carnival Booths; Take a ride on the Giant
fSIide; See how high you can cimb on the Rock
Wall; get a Photo Button; Have your Springfest T-

College Entertainer of the Yea r . . . Again

7:30 pm doors open; 8 pm Shea
$2 WPC students, $3 non-students

It's the amazing annual Tom DeLuca Hypnotist
Show. If you haven't seen it yet, don't miss out
on your chance. Watch your friends fall under
Tom's intriguing power. It's the show you'll be
talking about until next Springfest. Be a part of it!

Noon - 3 Lawn

See full page ad for details!

8pm PAL

Springfest T-shirts on sale for $5 in
the SAPB booth. Buy them, early!!!
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Beaca Classifieds
OOR RATES j

Ib rro 20 wojds irf c?ne issue is
$6.50,-21-35 words $7.50, each
additional 10 words $1.00

DEADLINES \ •
Classified ads rrrast be placet

IZm Friday before:
publication.

c H o w TO PAY •
All classified ads must be paid in
advance, unless you have an

paper," - -.

Child CareServices EmpJqjoneat Waiita

Summer Childcare for toddler
in Wayne; 2 or 3 days per Week;
Call 694-0578.
Childcare: Loving student for
seven-year-old boy in Wayne.
Responsible. Diversified duties
include homework, ballgames.
Car Necessary. Any two days
per week, flexible. 3:30-7:30.
References Required. Call 956-
5827.
Child Care In Wayne, full-
time summer job leading to
after school job in the fall. Two
"gifted" kids, 5&7. Take them
to the pool, to museums and
teach them something every-
day. Must have own safe car,
good references. Want outgoing
person who loves kids. No
smokers. $7.00/hr. Call Cindy
at (908)221-2942 or (201)628-
7207 after 8:00 p.m.
Free Basement Apartment
with seperate entrance and bath
in exchange for 4-5 nights of
babysitting. Call 523-0234.
Babysitter Available evenings
and full time in the summer.
Call Jillian at (201) 944-2591.

Ass't Manager. IPC, an int<
national mail company, has

- position available for a det:
oriented, analytical person
assist in Quality Assuranc
Profit Control, and Vend
Relations. Candidate should 1
a self-starter proficient in M
Excel and MS Word. Good
communication and organiz;
tional skills are a mus
Competitive salary and ben<

-fits. Any interested partie
should fax resume to (201
458-0364, e-mail scottr@ipc
mail.com. Or contact Scott ;
(201) 458-9293.
Operations Ass't P/T
Immediate job opportunitie
available. Sunday throug
Saturday shifts. Flexible hrs
Make your own schedule
Worker friendly environmen
E. Ruth. 458-9293. Call Ran*
Help Wanted: Mail Boxe
Etc. Point View Shoppinj
Center. 189 Berdan Ave
Wayne. Flexible hours
Competitive wages. Please cai
628-1901 for an interviev

appointment, or stop in for an
application.
Now Hiring- Domino's Pizza,
Pompton Lakes. Manager- no
exp. neccesary, will train. Must
be dedicated and enthusiastic.
P/T leading to F/T. Please keep'
in mind-this is a long term posi-
tion, to be filled by someone
willing to become an important
part of the company. Drivers -
earn $8-10 p/hour. Must have
own insured, registered vehicle.
All shifts available. Great sum-
mer job! For both positions call
between 11am and 4 pm. 835-
0333. Ask for Tara or Russell.

' SEND ADS TO:
The Beacon

300 Pomptoa Rd, SC310
Wayne, NJ 07470

— ATTNJ: Classifieds

Make checks or money orders'
payable to:

THE BEACON

Camps/Resorts Announcements

:or

The Beacon is looking
for writers, photogra-
phers, and columnists

for the Fall 1997
semester. Come to

Student Center Room
310 or call 595-2576
for more information.

Great opportunities for

all majors!!
Come by and check it

out today!"

Summer Staff Positions***
New York premiere girl's
camp. Must possess experience
working with children. Staff
training provided. Competitive
Salary. Call for application:
Sharon Kweit, Lenni-Lenape
Girl Scout Council, (201)492-
2100 or Fax Resume (201) 492-
5509.
Help Wanted - Quality day
camp in Morris County looking
for applicants in the following
areas: General Counselors,
Swim - LGT or WSI, Music,
Drama, Photography, Sports,
High Ropes, Roller Hockey,
Mountain Bikes, Newspaper.
Please call 201-895-3200 for
more information.

FREE T-SHIRT + $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fra-
ternities, sororities & groups.
Any campus organization can
raise up to $1000 by earning a
whopping $5.00/VISA applica-
tion. Call 1-800-932-0528
ext.65 Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.
MEET NEW PEOPLE
THE FUN WAY TODAY
1-900-772-5383 EXT 2712
$2.99 per min. Must be 18yr.
Serv-U- (619)645-8434.
Have you college paper or
resume typed. We are conve-
.niently located in Walking dis-
tance from WPC at 29
Hamburg TPK in Wayne. We
use state of the art equipment
and offer competitive rates.
Kindly call (201)942-0205 and
ask for Doreen.

To the brothers of ZBT -
Thanks for the great mixer! We
had a good time. Love the
Angels

tyoM
Aries out of the ordinary whe Virgo

(March 21 to April 19) shopping later in th (August 23 to
Be tactful with higher- week. You'll make Septmember 22)

ups and avoid raising good impression at You may feel stymied
controversial topics, business meeting. by a work problem, but a
News or a visitor from Cancer • solution will be found by
afar will brighten up your (June 21 to July 22) week's end. Home and
mood toawrd the end of Intense feelings coul monetary inerests come
the week. Creative types mar romantic prospedto the fore. Investigate
will feel truly inspired this week, but your inti investment options.
over the weekend.

Taurus
(April 20 to May 20)
Guard against domes-

tic upsets early in the
week. Intriguing news
comes from afar.
Partners work well
together as a team. This
weekend, creative work
is especially favored.

Gemini
(May 21 to June 20)
An ethical mattter

tion is a valuable asset i Libra
business affairs. On til (Septmember 23 to
job, you're efficient an October 22)
mentally sharp. Muc A partner has an inspri-
progress is made. ational effect on you.

Leo You'll be enjoying the fun
(July 23 to August 22times together toward
Stay clear of unscrupi the latter part of the

lous types in financiiweek. A private talk
dealings this weel relates to money. Be
Agreements are easi moderate in pleasure
creached with othei seeking this weekend,
and cooperation rule Scorpio
the week. You're mor (October 23 to

takes up some of your spontaneous than usui November 21)
time this week. You're this weekend and socia Though you may feel
liable to buy somthing izing is a plus. uncomfortable about one

work situation this week,
you'll still get much
accomplished. Time by
yourself this weekend
leadss to innovative and
inspired thinking.

Saggittarius
(November 22 to
Decmember 21)

Try to avoid an early-
week contest of wills with
a relative. You'll make a
great impact at a group
meeting later on.
Innovative moves pay off
for you in business this
week.

Capricorn
(Decmember 22 to

January 19)
Someone at work may

ask you to bend the rules
this week, but it's best
that you do not comply.
You may run into friends
unexpectedly toward the
end of the weeK.

Partners are in sync this
weekend.

Aquarius
(January 20 to
Feburary 18)

Somthing you overhear
may upset you early in
the week. New insights
come about a project
that's*been on the back
burner for some time.
Romance and creativity
are happily highlighted.

Pisces
(Feburary 19 to March

20)
Sucess comes through

on a behind-the-scenes
business move this
week. Family matters
are rewarding but a diffi-
cutly about money could
arise with a friend.
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Beck -- Not enough hair to bi a genius
from O DELAY page 9

Does MTV still make you want to smoke crack?
Well, I don't have TV, you know, I have to say.I
think at the time when I wrote that it was more the
emerging tabloid mentality of media and television
in general. I think maybe more so Rolanda and the
twenty other shows of that ilk make me feel like I'm
smoking crack. But MTV, there's barely any videos
anymore, it's just like another channel.
Does being called a "genius" affect the way you
view yourself or the way you write songs?
I think I'm probably equally called a "slacker" and
a "maftchild" so that sort of balances.
Ben Cooley: Bui we're all instructed to call him
"The Genius."
Beck: The Genius. Prince is the artist. I'm the Artist
formally known as Beck. I have a genius wig.
When I put that wig on then the true genius
emerges. I don't have enough hair to be a genius. I
think you have to have hair going everywhere.
Has anyone lost their job because of what hap-
pened with the Spin cover?
Oh man, I almost lost my job, man. The deal with
that was nobody would own up to doing, that.
Somebody manipulated it in a computer. The pho-
tographer said it was the magazine's fault. The
magazine said it was a printing error. Getting
make-up, eyeliner, my hair turning black,and air-
brushed beyond recognition. I've never seen a
printing error quite like that. I have a picture, a
polaroid of the original photo session. The back
ground is actually light blue. It's a travesty. But,
you know, what amazes me is the people who like
it. (Laughs)

Is the Sonic Enemy cassette Golden Feelings ever
going to be rereleased?
I doubt it. If it came out, There's certain songs that
I did so long ago and I'd have to contend with dif-
ferent people in the audience wanting to hear those
songs and I'm just not going to play them.
Don't you have to deal with that now?
Well, I do. From Stereopathetic Soulmanure.
There's some songs in there that I was playing
when I was 19. I just don't play "Satan Gave Me a
Taco" anymore.
Why don't you? I think that song is very much a
fan favorite.
Yeah, it is. It's something I moved away from as
soon as I wrote that song. That was the kind of song
where I was playing a coffee shop and I knew five
of fny friends were going to be there so I wrote
something to amuse them for them bothering to
come see me. I had a lot of songs like that. But they
got taken out of context. I don't want to do the
Mojo Nixon, "Weird Al" kind of song. Those songs
are pretty much in that vein.
Do you think that there is something wrong with
just writing a silly song?.
I think I'm just trying to let it evolve. I've said ear-
lier that I think Leonard Cohen is one of the great
comedic songwriters. His songs are tragic but
there's so many funny lines. So I think I'm trying to
get into that. Those songs really came out of the
scene I was in, trying to entertain and amuse my
friends. Because these days, Satan gave me some
Vitamin C and it cured the need to write those
songs.
I heard a new album on K is going to be coming

COME JOIN US FOR
THE ANNUAL SPRINGFEST

AEROBICS
SUPERCLASS

TUESDAY
APRIL 22,1997

4:45-6:00 PM
REC CENT

•Class may combine Low Impact Aerobics, Step, ABS & Toning.
Join us for a great time!

For more information call the Rec Center @ 595-2777.

Beck pos/vith Beacon Insider editor, Tim Bornemann, following the
interview Nathalie Proulx/for The Beacon

out so( When is this coming out and is this older
materi'
Yeah, i started recording it in July of '94 and we
record about 15 songs. And those sat around for-
ever, 'en I went back last June and did a bunch
more. !at this point I just need to go back and fin-
ish thengs from the two sessions.
When» you think you'll have time to do that?
I've be on the road since then. So hopefully I'll
get a le time off towards the end of summer. I
really ant to put that out because playing
" Assht" and "Sleeping Bag," It's the equivalent of
still pling Mellow Gold, that side of my music. I've
writteio many songs in that vein that aren't rep-
resent on Odelay.
Why a't you use your guitar Jazzercise anymore
and \i it end up in the Hard Rock Cafe some-
day?
No it m't. Apparently there is a guitar of rnine in
the HI Rock Cafe that isn't mine. Anyone who
goes :re and sees it should know that it's an
impoar guitar. The real one's at home. It's a little
fragildt's been set on fire many times. It doesn't
realljome out on tour much. It's sort of been
retiredt's in the gallery of instruments.
Does hold sentimental value for you?
Oh ye, definitely. I wrote a lot of songs on that. I
play it guitar on Odelay, too. I tend to use it
recortg for sentimental reasons.
I heait live once, but is the song "Brother" ever
going be released on an album?
That ne from the sessions, the original sessions
whenwas starting the Odelay album. The album
was gig to be more like that, kind of folky and
dark, 'ne of the songs I did release from that ses-
sion \s "Feather In Your Cap" on the "subUrbia"
Souncack. Those were all recorded in the same
perioi There's a bunch of that stuff. But I just
wanteto do something a little more lively. The
thing th Mellow Gold was the songs were so slow.
I wanl to have an album where the songs were a
little ire dynamic for playing live. Maybe it will
show) somewhere. There's a bunch of stuff sit-
ting aund. I don't have much perspective and I
don't IOW what's the best stuff to put out.
Well, at's one I'd like to see.
Alrigiwell that's good to know.
And tee I just got the time's up sign my last
quesh is just trying to prove or disprove a
rumohat was floating around a couple of years
ago. Ihe piano solo in the lounge act version of
"MTMakes Me Want to Smoke Crack" the
themo Mr. Roger's Neighborhood played back-
wards
No, Italy friend Mike, who is sort of the reincar-
natedrry Lewis of the West Coast jazz scene. He
plays yboards on the albums usually.

V^^H
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The Folk
Pole Position Lou

The Folk Implo-siorVis' three song seven
Barlow and John Da p r e v i o u s ^ "
mC,h re f l e .t the,!W%tics a n S t e dd EP) ih / J6*and one EP) with a c C m i s f o u n d

• instrumental^ Thef
acoustic version of
last year's Electric Idt T / ^ W d s ' n °
bombastic grooves f / ^ 7 „ ( C o m m u n ™
Label: 252516th St. 3f °r> bt>

CA 94103) •
The Somerville P l a / r s [ ,
Volume 1 Twop ie^ s b y t h e

united five piece, B a r a r a

Manning, Jason l W e n s t e i n '
Bob Fay, Anne Slinn,3nd R°y
Montgomery. An exCe^ni

match of acoustic, percussion,
bass and Manning's Voice

found on "Flashback Caruso."
Side two is a noisy cov e r o r

Black Sabbath's "Suj?ernaut."
(Lissy's: Flat 2,10 Boufnevak Rd.
Streatham, London, England
SW162BA)
Love As Laughter: I'm A Bee
More noise rock by the four
track master, Sam Jayne. A.nd I
say noise because I thought the
incoherent fuzz was created by
the two inches of crud that col-
lected on my needle, but it was-
n't. T m A Bee," "Waiting,"
and "I Don't Know Woere I
Am" are all unsurprisW hoise
products. (K Records: PQ~
7154 Olympia, WA985Q7\
Smog: "Came Blue"I *,
Moss" 7" Twopainfi
songs by Smog's own,
Callahan. "Came Blue-, •
organ intertwined wit^ 1S a n

Callahan's unique poet
"Spanish Moss" does \p'
but with an acoustic g i ; e s a m e

his poetry. (Hausmusik:1^ a n d

POBox

°"

1545 8(Landsberg, Germany)
Under: "Connections" Another batch of
tight as, catchy pop songs from Arne and
the restie Underhand guys. Arne is also
in ZoiiDut Underhand sounds more
melodil, unfortunately, are not quite as
well kn They deserve more fans. Help
the caujy this record. (Mutant Pop:
Sorry, he, address at home.)
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We want to"help \
Some of our servtou!

include: \es
•Free Pregnancy Testing
•Counseling
•MaternityflBaby Clothi*
Furnishings 'e &
•Post-Abortion Support
Groups

All Services a\
Free S Confide^e
24 hour Answering sei

2Ol-538-O96Lce

82 Speedwell Ave. 1330 Han*,
Monistown Way\

WgTpk.

all-nighters
&rerit always

spent in
the library

t3
•you "waXtt to be!

»"> Visa USA. Inc

Bob Dylan
@ William Paterson College
Aprill3

Bob Dylan? Bob Dylan! Performing with such
pwerful intensity that it seemed his life depended
on it, poet/musician Bob Dylan and the four other
musicians in his band put on a stunning show at
WPC's Recreation Center.

Except for a two-year period of recovery follow-
ing the 1968 motorcycle accident that borke his
neck, Bob Dylan has been touring regularly around
the world for the last 35 years.
• The writer, singer and painter demonstated with

his performance that he takes his fans seriously and
he aims to give his audience a good show. On
Sunday Dylan played over 100 minutes with no
intermission. The 4,000 person audience was deliri-
ous for the whole sold-out show as Dylan perfom-
red 12 songs and three encores.

Dylan, who turns 56 next month, also performed
extended guitar solos on every song and showed
what an expert musician he's become with some
really'dazzling finger play.

The composition of half the audience was people
of Dylan's generation, with the other half compos-
ing yourher people all the way down to 10-year old
children. One 10-year old from Ft Lee said this was
his second Dylan conert in the last month. A couple
and their three teenage children drove to the con-
cert from Wilmington, Delaware. Their truck's state
licnese plate said "DYLAN."

WPC student Jim Bruno said, "Man, he just blew
me away. Iknew he was good, but he was unbe-
lievable Sunday." ;

Dylan expert Dan Levy of New York citry said,
"This was definitely the finest show he's done in
years. His band is so tight and it's really one of the
best in the business. David Kemper (drums) played
with Jerry Garcia's .band. Larry Campbell (guitar
and fiddle) plays with k.d. lang and with Kinky
Friedman. Pedal steel player Bucky Baxter arid
bassist Tony Garnier have been playing with Dylan
for years. These guys all know how to play to each
other."

Twelve of the fifteen songs Dylan performed
were entirely his own. He also sang the folk song
"Pretty Peggy-O," the popular Grateful Dead song,
"Friend of the Devil," and Dylan's "Silvio."

In the last ten years or so, Dylan has been known
to perform concerts that were uninspired or that
seemed lazy, and some of the fans began to feel he
didn't really care about how his shows go over.

The sound at this concert was just about perfect.
This time Mr. Dylan is deeply into his music. Our
one criticism is that the volume level on Dylan's
microphone could have been a little bit louder, as
we did lose some words under the music and the
almost constant cheering frenzy of the audience.

By the end of the show, sweat soaked through
Dylan's suitcoat. He and his band worked really
hard and produced a superb and amazing concert
everyone who attended will always remember.

His next new compact disc is due out next
September. Bob Dylan has led a long, artistically
courageous and fearless career. Next time around,
don't miss him.
By Stewart and Jane Hutchinson
Jane Hutchinson is Director of Media Services at WPC

Sick of it All, Vision of Disorder,
Snapcase, A.F.I., Ensign
@The Roxy, NYC
April 5,1997

Only once in a while comes a show so marvelous
that it makes you think, wow! this is why I love
music. On this night at The Roxy, that feeling came
over me. As I left the venue, I was actually pissed
that it was over.

Local boys Ensign hit the stage first, they defi-
nitely had fans as the pit opened up and many con-
cert-goers struggled to reach the stage. They put on
an energetic set that won over those unfamiliar
with their work. West Coasters A.F.I. were next up,
It took a few songs, but by the time they left the
stage, they had made some new friends as well.

After A.F. I. was the second best band of the night,
Snapcase. The band mixed up both old and new
tracks and had the energy of little kids without their
dosage of Ritalin. All in attendance were inspired
by the non-stop flavor put out by the band. Crowd
favorites included "Incarnation" and "Caboose."
This band is going to blow up big time!

V.O.D. took the stage next and ruled the place as
well. Constant crowd surfers plummeted toward
the stage in hopes of getting a microphone shoved
in front of their face to sing certain parts of just
about every song.

By the time Sick of it All came on, the mosh
weary crowd pulled together whatever power they
had left and put it all in for the kings of New York
hardcore. As "The Imperial March" played over the
house system, the crowd started to cheer, then the
thunder erupted. SOIA blasted through about 20-
25 songs, new and old. The Roxy dance floor
became about ten different pits of sweat and there
wasn't even one fight. It was a welcome home that
the band deserved after touring the country for a
month or so. In true hardcore fashion, the band
didn't do any encores and everyone, I mean every-
one went home a happy camper.

(above) Snapcase's Daryl Tabersk
(below) Sick of it All's Peter Koller

Ed ErlenmeyetfThe Beacon

WILLIAM PATERSON COI J.HGR
SCHOOL OF ASTS AND COMMUNICATION-

UPCOMING EVENTS A T
THE SHEA CENTER FOR PERFORMING ARTS

NEW MUSIC FESTIVAL: N.J. Percussion Ensemble and N.J. New Music
Ensemble

Monday, April 21 at 8:00 p.m.
(free)

WPC Concert Band - Spring Celebration
Thursday, April 24 at 8:00 p.ra.

(free)

DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES: Malcolm "Steve" Forbes, Jr.
Friday, April 25 at 8:00 p.m.

WPC Concert Choir
Sunday, April 27 at 4:00 p.m.

(free)

The Shea Center Box Ofiice is open Monday thiough Friday from
10:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Por tickets and additional information,

please call:.

595-2371
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Beacon Goes to the Movies
Chasing Amy
By Tint Bornepiann

• • • • • ' ; v " , ' • . . . *

"Chasing Amy" is the third
installment of writer/director
Kevin Smith's New Jersey
Trilogy. The film is a departure
from the two previous entries
"Clerks" and "Malirats" in that
Smith makes his first attempt at
creatiig a' drama. If ciraiHa is
what BB was aiming at he suc-
ceeded. If makings a film that
would appeal to fans of the first
two New Jersey films was his
goal, he missed slightly.

"Chasing Amy" follows the
exploits of two comic book writ-
ers, Holden and Banky. At a
comic convention Holden meets

"fellow writer Alyssa Jones.
Immediately having feelings for
her, Holden attempts to win her
affection. Only one problem,
she's gay.

Using this scenario, Smith cre-
ates a story full of humorous sit-
uations and quotable lines that
rival any of his p^st films. The

;Taain problem he itais Into is
when Holden gets to stop chas-
ing Alyssa. This is where the
drama kicks in. It's very well
done, some parts being truly
thought provoking and meaning-
ful, but it's such a stark contrast
to the beginning of the film,
maybe making two different
movies would have been a better
approach. The biggest disap-
pointment, however, is the way
the characters of Jay and Silent
Bob are handled. Jay is too seri-
ous and he renounces one of his
catch phrases in Malirats:
"Snootchie Bootchies," And
Silent Bob is anything but Silent.

The casting is bit questionable
in most cases. As he did in
"Malirats," Jason Lee gives a
hysterical performance, but the
majority of the other leads seem
a bit out of place. It is virtually
impossible to see Ben
Affleck(Holden) portray any
character other than Shannon
Hamilton, proprietor of
Fashionable Male in Malirats.
The change from playing the bad
guy to the main lead is a bit
much for the casual watcher to
stomach. The other poor casting
choice was placing director
Kevin Smith's girlfriend Joey
Lauren Adams in the role of
female lead. She was enjoyable
in small roles, but it's downright
nauseating to watch her whine
and overact throughout the
whole movie.

• "Chasing Amy" is enjoyable
despite what you may think after
reading this, just don't expect a
movie like "Malirats" or
"Clerks."

Anaconda
By Kenny Kistler

"Anaconda," the new jungle
adventure from Columbia
Pictures, ifaises some questions.
First, why do two women put on
makeup and style their hair
before long, grueling days in the
humid Amazon jungle? Second,
how could people who watch
friends and colleagues meet vio-

lent deaths smile and joke only
days later? And third, why do
American film makers continue
to stereotype British men as
over-cultured, snobbish bores?

Watching this film is like wan-
dering through a jungle of one's
own, searching desperately for
hidden treasure. Except for John

* Voight's stellar performance as
the crafty villain and the scenic
shots of the magnificent
Brazilian landscape, the search is

fruitless. Perhaps Eric Stoltz
would have contributed positive-
ly to this film had special effects
which make Charlie the Tuna
look true to life. There is now yet
another Hollywood reptile which
was both incredibly smart and
pathetically stupid, depending on
which vital character's life was
at stake. A valuable lesson from
"Anaconda": Never try to have
sex with your significant other in
the heart of the dangerous

Amazon jungle in the middle of
the night.

It is apparent that there are
people who like these kinds of
movies since studios continue to
release them. However, if
Hollywood doesn't shape up
soon, it will be surrounded by a
mass of angry reptiles demand-
ing honest portrayals and fair
representation ~ after all, if
humans don't demand it, at least
they will.

ve fun

The Beacon
The Newspaper That's Clearly For You

The Beacon is looking for
•Writers

•Proofreaders

Designers

Whether you're intersted

like newspaper experi-
ence in the fall semester
Come on UP to Student
Center 310 or call 595-

2568.

M e a fully interactive road trip with the new Ford Escort ZK2 on www.ford.com The new 1998 Ford Escort

While there may be lots of good deals out there for smart
Deoole, this one is available only to college seniors and Brad
students. Bet $400 cash back* toward the purchase or $650
cash back* toward the Red Garnet Lease (or Red Carpet Option)
of any eligible Ford or Mercury, smart going. And that includes

the exciting new Ford Escort ZX2, a terrific way to grab life by
the wheel. Rig fun. For more College Graduate Purchase Program
info, call 1-800-321-1536 or visit the Web at www.ford.com
*To be eligible, you must graduate with an associate's or bachelors degree between 10/1/95 and 1/3/98
or be currently enrolled In graduate school. You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/4/97
and 1/3/98. Some customer and vehicle eligibility restrictions apply. See your dealer for details.

Mercury

You Can Bark On

wbh@frontier.wilpaterson.edu

For
SGAExeculiue
Wcfrfresident

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ '-•
Accomplishments:

1996-1997
•ESSENCE Literary Magazine (President /Editor-in-Chief)

*CooriQlinated Most Provocative Fall & Spring Semesters'

Speakers (River Houston & Jim Carroll)

*SGA Christmas Party Group Leader

*21 Fund Activist

1995-1996

*Passaic County Community College SGA Tresurer

1994-1995
*Passaic County Community Chess Club President

*Peer Counseling Club Vice-President & Tresurer

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ www \ \ \ \ \

She Gets The Job DON€
Vote on Monday, April 21,1997 & Tuesday, April 22,

1997 in the Student Center iocrni-8pw.

The JERSEY SCENE
Secondhand
Droppin' the F-Bomb (CD)

Secondhand is a five-piece band from
the South Brunswick area. They play East
Coast punk rock with a hint of West coast Fat
Wreck Chord type flavor thrown in. The
vocals are a bit rough sounding and need a
little work, maybe a voice lesson or two. The
lead guitar is a little scrappy also, but it all
fits in pretty well on F-Bomb. the second song
on this thirteen song disk, "Without a
Name," is good, kind of Bouncing Souls-ish.
There's also a cover song of The Cure's
"Boys Don't Cry." Cover songs are becoming
the cliche in punk these days, but
Secondhand pulls it off by using "Boys" right
after the previous song, "Yardsale," which
ends on the same not as "Boys" begins.
Droppin' the F-Bomb is a decent album for
those into the punk thing, hopefully we'll
hear more from them. (Motherbox Records, 60
Denton Ave, East Rockaway, NY15181)

Stanleybirch
Social Security (CD)

Stanleybirch are about as local as we
are at the Beacon. This three piece from
Paterson have dedicated their album to "the
death of the NJ rock scene as we know it -
Work Up." It takes some set of balls to make

a statement like that. First of all, imagine if
you ,lived in say, Iowa. I'm pretty sure that
the scene out there is in now way close to
what it is here in good ol' NJ. Seocndly,
Stanleybirch is one of those bands that have
not helped the scene out, but only hurts it by
putting out the same old wanna be pop rock
that made bands like Dishwalla a success. If
a band wants to be rock 'n roll stars, it takes
more than dissing their scene for shock value
to get there, other things are involved, like
originality.

Any local bands looking to appear in The
Beacon's Jerse y Scene can drop their tapes,
CDs, and whatever else they have at the office
located in Student Center room 310, Or, mail us
your music to;
The Beacon
ATTN: Ed Erlentneyer
300 Pompton Rd
Wayne, NJ 07470

Don't put on POUNDS studying for finals.

Come now and be in shape for summer!

• Scientific die*

Call abOUt GUr • 100% success rate

student discount: Doc+or Wi l l iamG. Cummings
(914 ) 3 6 8 - 4 0 7 7 8een eac^ visi* * ^ a n y medications availabl

• Medically supervised weight loss

suffem°NY' [ S a v e 5 0 %
Refer a Mend on your next visit

Suffern, NY
(between NYS Thruway & Rt. 59)

Office is 20 minutes from school!

Hair Affair
10 TILT ST.

HALEDON, NJ

TEL. 790-7373

TANNING
6 Tan $25M

$5 peri

WPC Student

"Specials"
Wednesday Only

$10 Student Haircut
(See Christine)

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

CUTS

Women~-$15

Men-$I2

NAILS

Manicure--

Wraps--$35

Tips/Wraps-~$45
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WPC student hospitalized after three-floor fall
Monday, April 21, 1997

THE BEACON

By Pamela Langan

According to Detective. Russ
Stengel, Detective Sergeant,
WPC Campus Police, an injured
student reportedly fell from a
third floor window of the
Heritage Hall Dormitory early
Wednesday morning.

An emergency call for help
was received at Campus Police
at 2:30 a.m. Wed., Apr. 16. An
injured person, now identified as
Anthony Sosa, 27, was lying on
the" sidewalk in front of Heritage
Hall. "Apparently, he had fallen

from the third floor window,"
said Stengel.

According to Nicole Stefano,
senior, it seemed as though the
screen of the third floor apart-
ment window was removed,
which is against Residence Life
policy. "Residence Life should
pay a little more attention and be
a little more strict with this poli-
cy," added Stefano.

Paramedics were requested at
the scene from the Wayne Police
Department, and a Wayne ambu-
lance arrived at approximately
2:42 am. The ambulance

responded and transported Sosa
to St. Joseph's Hospital in
Paterson.

Stefano said that brothers of
his fraternity, Kappa Delta Rho
(KDR), were outside with him
after he had fallen, trying to get
him to respond. She said that he
seemed to be" grumbling slightly
at their requests, but was unable
to move. The ambulance then

arrived and transported his body
on a mobilizing stretcher to the
hospital.

Reports from . his fraternity
brothers claim that Sosa has
many external injuries, including
broken teeth and bones and con-
tusions.

The cause of the accident is
still unknown. However, cam-
pus police is investigating into

the incident. "There doesn't
seem to be any criminal or frater-
nity activity," said Stengel.
Allegations of fraternity activity
have arose, but nothing has been
verified due to pending "investi-
gation. , St. Joseph's was unable
to release information and the
family was unavailable for ques-
tioning. .

'A Cult of Art'brings
together mass media

By Matthew Halpern

Music, art, poetry and film all
come together as a combination
of expression when students and
staff break to rules and restric-
tions of expression for one night
at "A Cult of Art." This produc-
tion is being produced in part by
Albert Xavier, WPC Media
Center, and Janette Rodriguez,
WPC student, with the assis-
tance of AX Films, the Media
Services Department and The
Independent Artists'. •

According to Rodriguez, the
idea for this presentation was to
make a presentation that incor-
porated all the arts in an intimate
setting. This type of freestyle
expression makes the event big-
ger than just a poetry reading.

"We wanted to just put some-

thing together a little poetry
reading-type program," said
Rodriguez. "As the idea evolved,
we decided to make it bigger
with all the mass media."

More than a coffeehouse, the
event will include original work
from a variety of media in an
environment without restrictions
and freedom of expression.
According to Rodriguez, the
name of the1 program says it all.

"The name, 'A Cult of Art,'
comes from a combination of all
expression, breaking through all
restrictions dealing with expres-
sion and freedom."

"A Cult of Art" will be pre-
sented in the Sarah Byrd Askew
Library Auditorium on Thurs.,
Apr. 24, 1997 at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free and all are
welcome to attend.

LET US KNDW WHAT YDU
THINK??

be a c o n 1 @f r o n t i e r . w i l p a t e r s o n . e d u

Unplanned
Pregnancy?

FREE
Ccnfid=ntial ffelp

• and Pregnancy Test

BIRTHRIGHT
24 Hour Hotline

1-800-550-4900
201-845-4646
19 W. Pleasant Ave.

Maywood
(Minutes from Bergen Mall)

WPC WELLNESS PROGRAM SURVEY

Please take the time to complete the following questions
regarding the WPC Wcllness Program. Your responses will be

used to further improve our program and services. Please return your completed fonn
to either Karen Hilbcrg, Rec Center orKathyGill, Exercise & Movement Sciences,

Thankyou.

Status: Student : Faculty _1_ Staff _ Alumni

Age: 18-22 23-30 J_ 31-40 41-50 51-60 over 60

Sex: Male Female

1. WP£ Wellness Activities you attended this yean (Check all that apply)
_ College Hall "Hall Crawl" _ "Step into Wellnes" Campus Walk

Wellness Fair . Nice & Easy Fitness Class
__ The Ergonomically Correct Workplace Safety at Home and on the Job

2. How did you learn about this program? (Check all that apply)
Friend Flyer/Poster Instructor Rcc Center Other

3. Why do you attend this program? (Check all that apply) Fun . Fitness
Health Relaxation _ _ Education Meet people Other

4. What do you enjoy most about the program?

5. Does the current time schedule of seminars meet your needs? Yes No
If not, do you have any suggestions for alternative days and times?

6. Would you be interested in a work-place weight loss program such as Weight
Watcher's? Cost of the program: approximately $125 for 9 weeks. Yes No
Do you have any alternative suggestions for other weight loss programs?

7. Do you have any suggestions (topics) for future Wellness Seminars?

Sponsored in part by an Alumni Association Grant

•Free Weights

•life Cycles

•"Rowers

•Saunas

A £ Fitness & Jtt
Wffacguefba//

f TUDCflT flTflCff
•Aerobic Classes

•Treadmills

$99
• Steppers
'Whirpools

fOR I fflonTH

B I ruu-Tinu ODD mow CYIDMOC or TAKMG
12 OR fflORC ORCDITf.

( 2 0 1 ) 2 2 7 - 4 0 0 0
FAIRFIELD BUSINESS CENTER • 333 ROUTE 46 W., FAIRFIELD, NJ 07004

2 MILES WEST OF WlLLOWBROOK MALL - FlRST DRIVEWAY WEST OF HOLLYWOOD AVENUE
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Kelly Ticket to Fight
Tuition Increase

To The Editor:
It has become common

knowledge in recent weeks that
the future of affordable tuition at
William Paterson College is in
jeopardy. The government of the
State of New Jersey has sent a
message to it's public colleges
and universities that it no longer
considers it's students an invest-
ment in our state's future. As a
result, budget cuts to education
related programs are breaking
new records, and New Jersey's
students are going to suffer sev-
eraly. Tuition at New Jersey
State institutions of higher learn-
ing are expected to incur a 8% to
15% leap for next year, and
tuition aid for the financially
challenged will not raise to meet
this increase.

The members of the Kelly
Ticket feel it is time for the
Student Government Association
at William Paterson College to
take an active stance against the
State of New Jersey in protecting
student's rights to an affordable
college education. With that,
each member of the ticket has
pledged, if elected, to make
every effort within their capacity
to influence the State of New
Jersey in funding state colleges

to their optimum operating bud-
get, and to fight any and all
tuition increases at William
Paterson College. For the Kelly
Ticket, students first is not just a
slogan, it's a promise.

For any information please
contact myself, or any member
of the Kelly Ticket.

Adam Beder

President's Apology
is Not Enough

To The Editor:
I, first of all, can agree with

Arnold Speert on some of the
issues raised about the visit of
Rev. Al Sharpton. I agree that
feelings of anger and confusion
was raised from this issue. I
agree, that as president of
William Paterson College, Dr.
Speert didn't do nearly enough to
get this issue resolved. There
was a lot of things that could
have been done about this. I
agree that President Speert is
responsible for the delay, that
could have easily been avoided,
if he wasn't so caught up in get-
ting University Status. I see that
achieving status, means more
than the morale of the student
body as a whole. I also agree that
his lack of interest and compas-
sion, towards this issue, did help
compound the problem. I can
also agree, that he did disrespect

the student body, by allowing a
delay of this magnitude. I agree
that the actions of February 4th
was in fact offensive and disre-
spectful to the African-American
Community on campus, but I
don't agree with his apology. His
apology is worthless if all he can
give the community is more dia-
logue. How long is the dialogue
going to go on ? Also, I'm curi-
ous to know, what does Dr.
Smalls being appointed to his
new position, have to do with
this particular issue? Was that
supposed to make us forget about
the issue at hand? He expressed
this at the Board Of Trustees
Meeting on April 5th, as if that
would give us a reason to accept
the things, that we are being sub-
jected to here on campus. I'm not
trying to question the accom-
plishments of Dr. Smalls, but I
can see from the timing of this
announcement, that Arnold
planned for this to quiet the com-
munity. I personally gave a set of
rules that were broken to the
Dean Of Students Office, as well
as other administrate's on cam-
pus. And we get back an apolo-
gy, for someone not doing their
job. What about the rules
(Student Handbook) that were
broken. This issue from the
beginning wasn't racial, it's a
right and wrong issue. People
allowed the race issue, to smoke-

STUDENTELECT YOUR
GOVERNNAENT
ASSOCIATION

REPRESENTATIVES
19981

POLLS ARE

TUESDAY

puMStmnuK rom snwonut.

Mailbag
screen the underlining problem.
There were Students Handbook,
Demonstration Policy, and
Student Government rules bro-
ken, and all the college commu-
nity gets is an apology. I don't
just blame President Speert, I
blame all these committee's
floating around, that just get
involved to say they exist. If you
find a way to dis-credit the
demonstration policy, what about
the other two set of rules that
were given. I blame this institu-
tion for creating/allowing this
"Institutionalized discrimina-
tion", that we say doesn't really
exist. If you can't see what's
going on as an administration,
than you really should re-evalu-
ate your job description. If you
can't see it as a student, then you
just wait until this University
Status sets in. How long is the
student body going to have to
suffer at the hands of other's
incompetence, before things are
corrected? You made a commit-
ment to come up with a remedy,
how- do you propose to remedy
this wrong you allowed? Coming
up with more dialogue is not the
answer. Being the man/president
you are supposed to be, and
doing the right thing is the only
answer. You blatantly shifted the
buck to others, then when it
came back on yOu , then you
stepped up and simply apolo-
gized. You said in your
letter:"but I also ask that each of
us assess what actions we must
take to bring ourselves, and with
ourselves the whole community,
to higher ground"(Speert's Open
Letter). I ask you Pres. Speert,
Do you feel you brought the
community to higher ground by
not doing your job? This com-
munity will never reach higher
ground, until everyone in the
community (even you), play's a
fair game. We need to get red of

. these hidden agendas, and play
by the rules. Don't send the com-
munity these patronizing letter's
of apology, why not just do your
job! I pray that things will get
better, but the whole college
community must want this.

Mark Hawkins

Terence Ripmaster's
Letter is Disturbing

To The Editor:
I greatly admire the many

contributions that Professor
Terence Ripmaster has made to
the William Paterson College

community, but his recent letter
(April 7) to the Beacon is dis-
turbing for a number of reasons.
First of all, he seriously miscon-
strues the nature of petitionary
prayer, which simply reflects the
Christian belief that God's salvic
grace is available to people of all
races, creeds, and ways of life.
Secondly, his call for a court
imposed ban on the rights of
members of an offically recog-
nized campus club to freely
express themselves in a student
newspaper that recieves no state
funding is contrary to the princi-
ples of the First Amendment.
Court-imposed censorship of
free expression (even if it is reli-
giously oriented) would gravely
undermine the open discourse
upon which institutions of higher
of learning are built.

Terence Finnegan
Assistant History Professor

"There are Real
Tragic Situations on

Campus'
To The Editor:

As a Christian student, I do
not get surprised when some stu-
dents or other community resi-
dents say that prayer on campus
is a tragic situation. There are
real tragic situations on campus,
which are overlooked and even
considered normal. For example;
alcohol, drugs, discrimination
and other immoral activities.
Those are valid reason's for us to
pray, not only on campus, but
also in churches, retreats, or any-
where.

. I should get offended when
some people curse at God or
when they question that there is a
creator. I should get offended
when students offer me drugs or
when they ridiculed me because
I do not get involved in immoral
activities. However, I do not get
offended. I feelcompassion,
because they do not know what
they are doing, so is my duty to
pray hard for them.

I like to remind atheists and
anybody who read this letter,'that
the Lord Jesus crist did not get
offended at the cross. Instead he
prayed for you and me like this,
"Father, forgive them, for they
do not know what they are
doing."

Ed Lopez
Christian Fellowship

see MAILBOX page 22
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OPINIONS & REVIEW

Elections '97 - Looking for the best
This Monday and Tuesday (April 21

and 22) William Paterson College stu-
dents will have the opportunity to take
part in the democratic process during
The Student Government Association
elections. This year the Beacon is
pleased to see so many candidates run-
ning for SGA executive positions.

Nevertheless, there is a certain
amount of disappointment about the how
the elections are going. The allegations
of-election committee's bias and the alle-
gations of interference by college offi-
cials with the operation of the
Committee; The entire "Brother Bruno's
Pizza incident" which lead to The
Messer Ticket violating copyright laws .
and slandering The Beacon, have cast a
pall over the entire process.

With a field this diverse and big, the
turnout should be equally so. However,
the college community is not immune to
these ongoings. Whether reported in the
Beacon, on Newsline or in the halls of
Raubinger, these incident risk turning off
many students.

To that, we at the Beacon respond,
DON'T LET IT!!!

We believe it is important for all stu-
dents to vote. The SGA is our collective
voice on campus. It is the only office
that students should have complete con-
trol over. It should be the heart and soul
of the community, giving directions,
instead of .taking them; and truly leading
the student body. We at the Beacon feel
so strongly about this that we have taken
the time to meet with and research the
various candidates. As a result when the
students come out to vote, they can be

comfortable in knowing that they are
voting for the very best candidates. As
to those people who say that the Beacon
is itself bias, we would offer that if that
was the case, would we be covering the
.SGA elections at all?

Like several of the Executive posi-
tions there are three candidates running
for President. The Beacon believes that
Jamie Kelly is best qualified for and
would make the best SGA President.
The SGA needs an open president who
will be honest and represent the student
body fully, and not bring any personal
agendas to the
position, the only candidate who truly
can fill this role is Ms. Kelly.

For Executive Vice-President,
Wendy Banks is the woman. The other
candidate, Curtis Fields, just does not
have the attitude necessary to be a
leader. His vision is narrow , take for
example his response to the following
question, "What's the first thing you
look at in the Beacon?"Fields, "Whether
or not I am getting ripped to shreds!"

Ms. Banks has already demonstrated
her capability as a leader with the revi-
talization of Essence Magazine and her
strong voice on the SGA.

Melba MuIIins is the candidate best
suited for vice-president. Ms. Mullins
has exemplified herself during her time
at WPC being involved in a number of ,
organizations and serving in a variety of
roles. Ms. Mullins can be relied upon
and trusted to do her job. As opposed to
the other candidate, Mona Zughbi who
earlier this year was forced to resign
from her position on the SGA due to

excessive amount of absences. While a
qualified and intelligent individual,
Zughbi does not have the organization
and commitment to see the position
through.

For Treasurer, the Beacon is endors-
, ing David Molle. Mr. Molle is the only

candidate truly concerned about the
SGA's budget which is of course, the
Treasurer's most important
responsibility. The SGA needs an indi-
vidual in that position who will not
allow the organization, as it did this
year, to run out of money.

Finally, the Beacon endorses
Jasmine Lopez for Board of Trustees
representative. This is a key position,
one that requires a lengthy, time con-
suming, two-year commitment. While
her main rival, Ira P. Thor, has the heart,
time and again he has fallen short. We
salute him for his effort and admit that
there is potential. But, this position
needs proven leadership and Ms. Lopez
has shown outstanding leadership over
the year, especially in'the organization
of freshman orientation.

So on April 21 and 22, when WPC
students go to the Student Center to
vote, we at the Beacon hope that they
will do so knowing that they are voting
for truly the best candidates. We hope
that they will join with us in picking for
President, Jamie Kelly, for Executive
Vice-President, Wendy Banks, for Vice
President, Melba Mullins, for Treasurer
David Molle, and for Board of Trustees
Representative, Jasmine Lopez - the next
SGA Executive Board.

University Status: Fancy Packaging
As William Paterson College takes

its giant leap towards university sta-
tus, we as students are sitting idly
while we watch tuition raise, without
questioning what benefits will this
important change come to us.
Essentially, the title itself may have an
outer appeal and attraction, but with-
out improvements to the curriculum
and staff what difference does it
make? Will we as students reap that
which we financially sow?

No we will not.
Analysts for The Princeton Review

stated that the title of university does
not help or hurt the review and rever-
ence that a college receives. According

to Steven Gaber from the job searching
editor staff of Adams Job Almanac,
employers don't think much of the
average Joe state school with universi-
ty status. As a matter of fact, Steven
said that the title will actually do more
damage than good.

The advantage of job seekers with a
state college degree is that haying had
smaller classrooms than university stu-
dents, their skills are more finely
developed. Generally employers feel
that strong communication and analyt-
ical skills are important and become
more acute in a smaller classroom set-
ting with specialized liberal arts class-
es than in a university.

When a state school expands and
becomes a university, it loses its bene-
fits and becomes a school among '
many others with too many depart-
ments that are underdeveloped and an
overpopulation inside the classroom.

With less individual attention to
each student and less specialization in
each department, we as a student
body are losing the most important
aspect of our college experience, and
what's more is - we're paying for it.
Besides the erection of a few buildings
and a superficial facade, what results '
will we see?

Please Do Not Use
The R-Word

To The Editor:
To an outsider looking in I can under-

stand what this whole mess looks like. As a
brother of Alpha Phi Delta and as someone
who knows Alex Malino well'enough to
call him one of my best friends, I know that

nothing malicious or racist was meant by it.
As a fraternity we do not discriminate in
any way, shape, or form. We are all exact
equals. Those of you who are educated in
the field of race relations would refer to
what we have as a racial democracy.

In layman's terms we are so tight as an
organization that no one would ever find
offense in this. Our fraternity brothers who
are of a variety of ethnic and racial back-

grounds, including African American,
found the flier humorous and- did not find it
in any way offensive. Those of you who
know nothing about our organization, can
never understand the unity that exists
between us.

We can say and do anything to each
other due to our mutual respect we hold for
one another. The invitation that we are dis-

-continued on next page-
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VIEWS OF THE NEWS
Disgusted actions at candidates forum

Marc
Williams X ti

|wp weeks ago WPC had
its second annual meet
the canidate forum, it

was an opportunity for students
to learn more about the stu-
dents running for various SGA
positions. It was moderated by
the elections committee co-
chair; John McCormack. When
I arrived to the forum, I was
disgusted. The problem was

that Mr. McCormack allowed the audience to disre-
spect other peoples tickets. I was somewhat surprised
because John is known to be a fair and honest person. It
got so bad that myself and SGA President Alex Malino
approached Mr. McCormack about his nonchalant atti-
tude and that he should take control. In my three years
as an student leader, I can't remember a time when peo-
ple where allowed to publicly insult one another.
Unfortunately, the.bashing and insults continue.One
ticket that has been a major target is the Messer, Fields,
Zubghi, Garcia and Tulley ticket.

The Beacon has even taken- shots at this ticket, last .
week they did an editorial entitled: Dirty Campaigning.
The Messer ticket is CLEARLY the most creative since
I have been at WPC. I feel that if any ticket commits
any infractions they should be punished, but the elec-
tion committee needs to get a grip and leave out person-
al feelings. What is the-reason? I think it is important
to really look at who is actually going to represent
WPC the best. Roy Garcia, Ira Thor and Jasmine Lopez
are the candidates for the Board of Trustees. All three
have had some leadership experience, however, Ira and

Roy have actually attended a Board meeting. I have
been a Board member for the past two years, I feel that
knowing what the position entails is essential. Jasmine
has never even attended a Board meeting in the three
years I have been at WPC. Why should one take her
seriously? I don't know about you guys but if I am
about to purchase a new car, (regardless that I have had
my license for nine years) I am going to test drive the
car before I purchase it. I am impressed with Roy and
Ira's commitment to the Board. Roy has attended all but
two Board meetings this year and has developed a rela-
tionship with several Board members, and I feel he
would make the perfect representative to Succeed me. •
He has demonstrated in a very short time at WPC that
he is trustworthy. Residence Life even thought enough
of him to hire him as an R.A. after just one semester at
WPC. One of the most, impressive candidates by far is <
Curtis Fields, who is running for Executive Vice-
President. He brings maturity to this election, he is a 25
year old freshman football player, a single father (he
has full custody of his son) an honor student with a
double major in Chinese and Sociology. He is also a
finalist for an R.A. position and has clearly demonstrat-
ed to those who have come in contact with him that he
pretty much has the pulse of the WPC campus. He has
gotten the attention of the administration because he is
constantly addressing student concerns. He even has a
thorough understanding of the SGA constitution, and
neither of his opponents have even read the constitu-
tion. The two positions that seem to be very tight in my
view are the Treasurer position and the President. All of
the candidates seem to have had some experience deal-
ing with a budget. I feel that Matt Tulley is the ideal
person for the job. He is an honor student, a finalist for

the R.A. position, a member of the track and cross
country teams and extremely visible on campus. He has
demonstrated his concerns for students on numerous
occasions. The most memorable was dealing with the
awful tar stench in the towers in the fall, where he
arranged for the Director of Facilities and Maintenance,
to address the students.

The Presidency is however the most interesting,
because there are two outstanding student leaders in
Bobbi Messer and Scott Ryan. These students have
been involved with the SGA for the past three years.
Bobbi is known to be very assertive and aggressive,
while Scott is known to be a perfectionist and hard
working. The other person running for the Presidency is
Jamie Kelly. When why she was running for the posi-
tion at the forum. "I did not know I was running until
Alex (Malino-current SGA President) told me I was
running." Yes folks she actually said this, I don't know
about you, but I have always been suspect of anyone
who can't think for themself. WPC needs a leadership
who can think for themselves. Bobbi and Scott both are
committed and dedicated advocates for the students, so
you cant go wrong either of them.

The elections committee needs to take an honest
look at themselves. The elections committee is sup-
posed to be unbiased and they have already demonstrat-
ed that they are not, and that is a big problem. I feel that
Someone should oversee the committee at once because
I am afraid that this election could be similar to the
1995 fiasco where the elections had to be canceled
because of the incompetence of the elections commit-
tee. Lets not repeat that, and let the tickets run a
healthy, competitive and fun race.

Mailbag
cussing was intended for Alex's
close friends who understand
what he has gone through this
semester. Those of you who
have feelings of betrayal, disap-
pointment, and anger, it was a
joke, get over it. Don't create
smoke where there is no fire.

I was raised by my parents
from day one to treat everyone
equally. Black, white, gay, (even
before it was hip) etc. This is
reflected by my attitude and my
logic in regards to race relations.
I have had many encounters in
my life with racists. Alex
Malino is the farthest thing from
racist. A racist by definition is
some • one "who believes that
their ethnic stock is superior."
Any one who knows Alex* is
aware this is not the case.

I am disappointed that the
President of the school men-
tioned in his letter to the faculty
that Alex was removed due to a
racial incident. If he would have
taken the time to think it through
he would have realized that
while it might have been making
light of a. serious issue, it was
not racism.

I know there are a lot of ter-
rible problems racially in our
country today, I would never
deny that.. Racial isswfs. h?ve
haunted us as a society as long
as the society has existed. In our
fraternity we have gotten past
this a long time ago, if only it

could be so easy for everyone
else. Alex's joke was not one of
race but a joke of wit'. A picture
of Al Sharpton was a graduation
cap on it is comical through its
wit. It's not looked upon as
holding someone back or poking
fun at someone's race. Its some-
thing that we all went through
together and could easily under-
stand and appreciate.

It is very easy to kick some-
one when their down. What is
tough to do is get all the infer-.
mation and make a logical and
informed decision. I stand by
Alex, I understand that it is not a
racial issue, just a bad joke. So
before you fly off the handle and
denounce someone, think it over
and get all the facts.

For those of you who know
Alex remember him for what he
is. For those of you who don't
know Alex you have truthfully
missed out. on a lot. Don't
remember him as a racist, he's
not, remember him for the two
excellent years as S.G.A.
President and all the great things
he did for our college.

Jim Vargo
Junior

Executive Board

Problems With
Campus Police

To The Editor:

I recently attended a meeting
at the campus police station, for
a discussion with Chief
Ryerson. The subject, as I
understood it, was to be about
the poor treatment of students,
by William Paterson's Worst.
Of course, I was once again
slapped in the face by the sting-
ing hand of reality, here on
"our" campus.

I sat and watched, listening
to what was being discussed
here; as a Mr. Marc Williams,
Mr. Hubert Chase, Mr. Norman
Greene, and myself, seemed to
share like views on the issues.
Here's an excerpt of the super,
secret meeting. I ask that you
imagine yourself walking into a.
room; this is what you'd see and
hear. • •
What are The Issues?

When a campus police offi-
cer stops you, does he have the
right to harass you under the
guise of his intimidation of the
situation? Does he have the right
to say, "You better get your shi-
together!" Does an officer have
the right to tell me and my team-
mates , "Get were you's
belong!" Of course, when I
decided to present these inci-
dents to Chief Ryerson, I got the
same apathetic response that has
cjiused students to be uninterest-
ed, in presenting these issues, in
the first place. "Why hasn't
anyone said anything besides

you, Marc?" This was the com-
ment from the chief who just
knows that he is good, but also
states that "I'm lazy!" Well,
why should students complain,
when their complaint will most
likely cause them more hell,
than just simply ignoring it?
Especially, when these students
understand that some form of
retaliation will follow their
report. That is why, chief!
Besides, what the heck were the
rest of us doing there?
Twiddling our thumbs perhaps?
Is that what you think? Or
maybe we were there to be "dan-
gerous," as that term implies at
the discretion of the tormentor,
upon the tormented.
"What's the solution?"

I responded that a committee
must be implemented, that will
review all complaints against
police officers alleged to be
involved with negative activity.
Here's the kicker, this commit-
tee would consist of upstanding,
thorough, recommended stu-
dents. That's right, students, as
well as staff, that are appointed
by we the students, for this spe-
cific purpose. This will help to
bring back confidence in a stu-
dent's right to due process on
this campus, that emphasizes,
"students first." This would
also serve to give students confi-
dence to come forward, without
the fear of retaliation from our

rent-a-cops gone awry!
I know this is probably

dreamlike to many of my fellow
students. Especially, since the
chief prefers to cut off the voice
of a concerned students, {who
was voicing a grievance at the
time,} to ask him for directions
to a road, in this particular stu-
dent's town, that leads to the
governor's house!

I definitely, recognize the
problem; now I've provided the
solution.

"How good are you really
chief?"

Curtis Fields

Reaffirming
Commitment

Dear Students:
Because of an unfortunate,

isolated incident, changes have
recently been initiated in the
Student Government's
Executive Board. As student
leaders it is our goal to represent
all students. As your elected
Student Government leaders we
would like to reaffirm our com-
mitment to our fellow students
and the college. We will contin-
ue to persevere for the good of
the entire student body, while
following the William Paterson
College Motto of "Student
First"!

The Student Government
Association
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s&vt, ©iseo, SICA, COCKTAIL,

IT THE BAR
DRAFT ' $2.dOSOL-S2.00 JAGER

• ^ f t v ^ f ^

Saturday

admisson
$1 bar dinks

$1 drats
til midnght

OPEN 9F»M -
#1 AND OVER * EASY OFF RT. 3

:' * * ' - • ' ' • : ' : • -

DIRECTIONS PROM CAMJPUS: RT. A6 EAST TO
RT. 3S EAST TO PASSAnC UVE-NUUEY/PASSAIC

EXIT. GO RIGHT OFP. RAMF||GO THREE TRAFFIC
LIGHTS, MAKE LEFT fVHN HOUTEN AVE.) GO TO

FIRST TRAFFIC M#jJflfflJfelAKE RIGHT ONTO
BROADWAY, L H H ^ I N RIGHT.

CALL FOR SPECIALS AND MUSIC FORMAT
FOR THURS-FRI-SAT

T 373 BROADWAY PASSAIC PARK, NJ 201-365-0807 V

Wed -iat
t i l l San

just of
Rt. \

BROADWAY PASSAIC PARK, NJ
201-365-0807


